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George Hart Take Top
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Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, November 14, 1946

New Car For "Ty"

STOPS AT EXPIRATION DATE

Racers Hope To
Take Third
Tilt

DUNN APPOINTED
TO LODGE POST
Murrayan Will Succeed

,
I
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'
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DATES SET FOR
BIRD
HUNTING

VET OPEN HOUSE
PLANS COMPLETED

Services Held Fo
Mrs. Alvis Edmon'tls
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Tiger Win Means
Conference
Title

Lambirth As District
Cattle
The fifth Annual Bee
The Murray High School Tigers
The Thoroughbreds of Murray
Deputy Grand Master
Show and Sale, which was sponwill wind up their campaign for
State
College.
lareathing
little
a
Olson
Max
Mrs.
of
and
Mr.
Alsored by the Calloway County
the W.K.C. crown here tomorrow
easier after their 19-0 win over
W. H. "Jake" Dunn. Past MasFarm Bureau, was climaxed Tues- ton, Ill., are the parents of a son
night when they tangle with the
Marshall, will get a crack at a ter of Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
November
born
was
who
on
8.
day with the sale of fat cattle
Russellville Panthers in the last
A.M..
was
appointed
District Dep- home game of the season.
team rated 1n their class when
after a very successful show on Mrs. Olson is the former Miss
Frances Sledd.
Monday.
they tangle with the Eastern Illi- uty Grand Master at the session
It will be a homecoming battle
of the Grand Lodge of Kentucky
Mr. and Mrs. James
White,
for the Tigers and the entire MurSeventy-five head of cattle were
nois Panthers in Cutchin Stadium F.
& A.M. held in Louisville, Ky.,
Hazel, girl, November 7.
ray High student body is determentered in the two divisions of
tomorrow. The kickoff is slated October 15 to 17.
Mr. and Mrs. James Mitchell,
ined to make this the greatest
the show with very keen compeThis district, which is District
for 2 p m.
Murray, Route 6, boy, lkovember
game of the season. The Tiger
tition offered in fnost every ring.
9.
The visiting Panthers. coached No. Two, is composed of Calloway band and Pep Squad will be out
Smith Brothers, breeders of pollGraves
and Marshall counties. The
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Lussiter,
in full force with some brand new
by Maynard "Pit" O'Brien. for-4
ed herefords. took top honors in
duties of the
District Deputy numbers to keep the interest
Hardin. boy, November 13.
high
the male division of the breedlieutenant commander in the Grand Masters are to
mer
assist the during the halftime break.
Mr. and Mrs. D. G. Garland,
The
ing cattle show with the Junior,
-s"
e4„.•
Navy who worked with Bernie lodges of the district
in their band and student body staged
Benton, boy, November it.
a
Senior and Grand Champion bulls.
Bierman on the coaching staff of problems and report to the
Most pep rally rowntown kat night
and
George Hart, angus breeder, carIowa Pre-Flight during his stay Worshipful Grandmastry,
A. C. al7 signs indicate a Panther
pelt
ried off top honors in the female
in the service. will be trying for Hanson, any matters that
require will be added to
the Tiger collecdivision by winning three first
their third Win of the season. With Grand Lodge attention.
Pictured above, is the 1946 Hudtion tomorrow.
prizes
along with
the
Junior,
vietories over Western, of Malsun which was presented to Coach !
Brother Dunn replaces Brother
The game will start at 7:30.
Senior and Grand Champion fecomb, Ill., and Millikin, they fell Harold Lambirth,
Ty :Holland, Murray High mentor, '
Mayfield, who
Winner of %been straight and
males.
before Normal, Butler, Northern held the office
„rdnmHe
(dpia
ktien1)
„,,
•,iiiif
ie
tera t2s
he-6Tile:s h
e:7A
R;
kit year.
leading contenders for the conTeachers - and Southern Illinois.
Audry Simmons and W. E. Abel
Mrs.'L. C. Jones, 82, died early
ferenct championship by virtue of
were warm friends to the Callo- yesterday morning at the home of
last' Friday night.The Breds, also trying to saltheir 28-6 trouncing of Hopkins.
way County 4-H Club by paying her daughter, Mrs. J. W. Shelton
vage
a
shattered
season, look to
The automobile, being presented
American Legion And
ville last week. the Holland squad
50 cents per pound for the Cham- of Murray.
the game as a chance to regain
Wild Life Officer
by Nat Ryan Hughes, was given
Woman's
will sew up the title with another
Auxiliary
To
pion Fat Steer owned and showed
lost
prestige.
In fairly, good
Asks
Cooperati
She was a member of the Murby the football fans and High
on
win.
Entertain Veterans
by Lochie Faye Hart. This was ray First Baptist Church.
shape
after
their
win
Saturday,
County
Of
School
Hunters
backers
of
Murray in apFuneral servicear-wee conducted
_
The Panthers, after dropping a
20 cents higher than the previous
Coach Moore's Racers should take
Besides Mrs. Shelton. her surat Hickory Grove for Mrs. Alvis close game to Henderson, have
On the evening of November preciation of the influence and
record of 30 cents, according to vivors are two sons. Rev. Robert
the
measure
of
the
Panthers
if the Edmonds, 78. who died
J. 0. Reeves, state conservation
22 at 8 o'clock at the Woman's leadership demonstrated by Ty in
at her chalked up- seven straight victoshow officials.
Kroger Company Jones, Dallas, Texas, and John
form displayed against Marshall
home at Almo Route 1 Saturday ries and will be gunning for the
Club
house, the
members
of his years at Murray.
officer with headquarters in Mur- is still
bought the red ribbon calf owned :Tunes, Murray; three sisters. Mrs.
present. Although still afternoon,
Coach
American Legion Post NO. 73 and
Holland,
November 9. She had win needed to tie up the -confer.
assiskel
by ray. has announced that the quail
by Dale Todd for 38 cents per J. H. Churchill, Murray, Mrs. 0.
lacking in punch. the Breds surbeen suffering from paralysis.
the Woman's Auxiliary, unit No. "Dub" Russell and Baron West.
ence.
pound, Swift bought Lochie Faye's 0. Lassiter, Cincinnati. Ohio, and
prised homecomers by stalling the
eeason
open
will
Wednesday.
on
Mrs. Edwards was a member of
73. will hold open house for all has developed one of the greatest
The Russellville starting lineup
third prize calf at 34 cents, and Mrs. Luther Richersun, Puryear,
Marshall attack and producing a
l4ovember
20,
and
Tlt
close
on
veterans of Calloway County of high school ball clubs to play in
the Hickory Grove Church of should
bbut 170 pounds
Kroger Company
couple
of
bought Jackie Tenn.; one brother, Mart Rogers, World
excellent
paseWednesday.
January 15. The duck
FeceiVers Christ.
Wars I and II and their Kentucky. He was an outstandto the
and will probably outGeurin's fourth prize calf at 29 Lynn Grove; and seven grandin
Jack
Wyatt
and Billy Joe Saunfamilies. Other guests will in- ing athlete i.t Murray State Col- season will open on Saturday. NoShe is survived by one son, B. weigh the Tigers who have been
ders and a good passer in Tommy
cents.
children.
W. Edmonds; one sister, Mrs. Lena weighing in at around 165 pounds
clude visiting veterans at Murray lege and. has long been recognised vember 23. and will close on Mon'Walker.
Walker has threatened Robertson.
day. January O.
Twelve 4-H calves were shown
Rev J E Skinner and Rev. J. State College and the county.
as one of the moat consistent
Greenfield, Tenn.: one to the man.
by three Club) members: Loctue H. Thurman will conduct Use barTwo geese hunters have already to become a menace on the ground brother. Frank Short, Almo, Route
tots in Western Kentucky. in
Plans are being compliftod
Probable lineup for the kickoff
season
but
bas
unable
been
to
Faye Part, Dale Todd. and Jackie vices to be held at the Murray an
ri charged with Illegal hunting,
1: and one grandchild and one will be:
evening of entertainment of dition to the Hopkinsville haYride,
going
get
behind
an
Baptist Church. Further funeral inte,rest
indifferent great grandson.
Geurin.
Murray
to all ages. A bingo party the 190 Tigers have downed he said, and advised that all hunt- for ward wall.
Pes.
Russellville
Pallbearers were D. Radford, J. Moser
Jackie showed an excellent calf arrangements were not completed. and other genies will be featured Princeton 52-12. Morganfield 33-0, ers familiarize themselves with loLE
McMillen
The
starting
lineup,
hunting
cal
regulations.
unpredictIllegal
Mayfield
T.
33-0, Fulton 214. BowWallis, Millard Graham, John Wilson
but it -was younger than the calves
upstairs. Those who prefer dancLT
Mom
able
as
the
team
itself,
hunting,
tried
if
in
will prob- Graham, Tholes Graham and Nor- Cable
state courts,
that placed above.
ing will find opportunity for both ling Green 32-0 and Sturgis 12-7.
LG
Varble
ably
undergo
several changes due ville Short.
carry a minimum fine of $25, a
The 12 calves averaged 30 cents
round and square dancing on the
Baker,
C
Morgan
maximum of $200 and six months to Me ndout subs exhibited against
Burial was Sunday in the Mur- Thurman (C) RG
per pound.
lower floor. •
Murphy
imprisonment, or both.
Federal Marsha!!
ray cemetery.
Hale
Lochie
RT
Fa, Hart, 4-H
Hinton
No personal invitations will be
Club
courts carry a maximum of $250
Slaughter
member from the Training School,
RE
Hardy (C)
sent out, but it is the hope of
and
six
menths
imprisonmen
t
or
Services were held yesterday the American Legion
Purdom
QB
lipped the fat cattle division of
Waltrili
and
the
both. The two hunters were pickFurgerson
I.H
the show with her angus steer -by afternoon at 2:30 for Miss Vir- Woman's Auxiliary that
Knight (C)
every
ed
up
by
local wardens working
J. Miller
1TH
winning first in the fat steer class, ginia A. Farmer. 38. who died veteran in the county will make
Sanford
with Federal men.
Mclugin
FB
firsein the 4-H and FFA class and Tuesday night at the home of her an effort to be present at this
Dawson
Every
grandmother.
effort
is
_
being
made
Mrs. Crit Farmer in get-together meeting. and to pass
to
the championship of the fat cattle
Funeral services were held Sunmake
Murray.
Kentucky Lake a hunter's
She had been 'illfor the word on to his buddies.
tivision.
day, November 10. for R. Louis
paradise.
approximately two weeks_
Over *3.500 bushels of
Judges of the show were Ra'Y
Wade, Jr., whose death last Friday
smartweed and millet seed have
Rev C. A. Riggs and Rev. T. II.
Sopper. County Agent at Bowling
was attributed to suicide by Corbeen sowed on islands and along
Mullins conducted the services
Green and W. E. Abell, livestock
oner Max Churchill. Wade was
the shorelines to encourage large
held at Martin's Chapel
dealer from Bowling Green.
33 years old and a member of the
wild fowl population.
Besides her grandmother. she
A complete list of the winners
First Christian 'Church and Muris survived by her stepmother.
The season will find an estimatIn the show follows:
ray Lodge No. 105 F. & A. M. He
264 Schools In
Mrs May Farmer, Murray; one
was married to Mary Catherine ed 50 per cent increase in quail
Breeding Cattle Division
Four States May
halfsister. Mrs. Sunshine Orr, and
Calloway
in
adjoining
and
counBull under 1 year. -1st Smith
Seay, of Hickman. pn February 2,
Students Friday
Send
one halfbrother.
Walter
,over
ties
any
period
Farris
during the
Brothers. 2nd Smith Brothers, 3rd
1942. The services were conductFarmer, Leith 'of Paris, Tenn.
Reev. said.
Carrol M. Rogers. 4th Rudy Hened by Rev. Robert Jarman and past 10
Dr Ralph H. Woods, president
Pallbearers were Clarence Wigdon and Sons, 5th Swann Parks.
Rev. Samuel McKee at the Murray
of Murray State College, announcgins, Ottis Valentine, Otto Swann,
Bull over 1 and under ; yearsFirst Christian,, Church.
yesterday that the annual
ed
Reginald Butterworth and
Coy
1st Carmon Parks.
"High School Day" will be held at
He was connected ..with the
Hale.
Bull. over 2 years-- 1st Smith
Murray' State Friday. November
State Unemployment CompensaBurial was in Martin's Chapel
Brothers, 2nd F. B. and Beak Out15. Students froth approximately
tion Commission, as Junior `Intercemetery.'
land. 3rd Delbert Hale, 4th Carroll
264 high
schools in Kentucky.
viewer-Examiner, werling in CalThe Murray organuizations who
Ti. Bogor?,
Tennessee. Illinois, and Missouri
loway. Graves, Hickman and Fulparticipated in the recent tinfoil
Junior Champion
Bull Smith
have been invited to be the guests
ton counties.
drive
for the Kosair Crippled
Brother".
of the college at the MurrayBesides his parents. Mr. and
Children
Hospital.
Louisville, Ky..
Senior Champion Bull --Smith
Eastern Illinois football game to
were thanked for their coopera- Mrs. R. L. Wade, Sef of Murray,
Brother.
be played in Cutchln Stadium at
he
is
survived
by
one
daughter.
tion in a letter received this week
Grand
Champion BullSmith
,2 p.m.
Mildred
Sue
Wade.
Hickman;
two
by Jake Dunn of Murray:
Brother,.
sisters, Mrs. Elizabeth
Vaughn,
tee Pounds Collected
Female
under
1
Yi•lir- let
Benton. and Mrs. Robert Rowland,
George Hart, 2nd
Dunn. Past Master of Murray
M. RogMemphis. Term.; ined one brother.
Lodge 105 F. & A.M. was -chair-.
ers. 31•d Rudy Hendon and Sons,
Bobbie Wade. Murray.
4th Pat Wallis. 5th Swann Parks.
man of the drive for the Murray
•
Active pallbearers were Herbert
The grand jury of the November
area. Assisting in the drive were
Female ever 1 and under 2-.1st
Graveside services wet7 conductFarris,
R. M. Pollard, Marvin Fulthe Boy Scouts and Cub Scouts Of
George Hart. 2nd Smith Brothers,
term of circuit court which met
ed Monday. November 11, by Max
Murray. the Murray Eastern Stai ton and Harold Gilbert. all at
3rd George Hart.
H. Churchill, for the one-day old
Monday, November 111. has returnChapter 433 and the Murray High Murray ,and Floyd Starnes, Carl
Femsale over 2 and under 3 -1st
aughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. P.
indicimepte;
according
Williams.
to
reed
J.
W
H.
Holifield
and
Schwa. The Murray workers forGeorge Hart, 2nd Smith Brothers.
Vinson. Jr.. of Model, Tenn. The
George
T.
Powers.
all
of
Mayfield.
cords in the office of Dewey Ragswarded over 200 pounds of tinfoil
3rd Smith' Brothers.,
services were held at
Hendon
Honorary pallbearers were Lo- dale, circuit court clerk.
The
to the hospital.
Female over .3 years.-Ist Pat
cemetery.
gan Watson. Garnetr*Jones, Nor- grand 4jury was dismissed by the
Appreciation Expressed
Wallis, 2nd Smith Brothers. 3rd
The infant is survived by its
The letter of appreciation, writ- man Klapp, Lubye Robertson, J. court Tuesday. The court has adPat Wallis. 4th Delbert Hale, 5th
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W.'
Peterson.
D.
journed
-Monday.
uritil
penton.
ten
by
William Eley.
Anna B. Quinn. superinDelbert Hale.
Bilbrey and Mr. and Mrs. H. P.
Miller, George
tendent
of
the hospital said, Benton. Robert
Junior
The case of the Commonwealth
Champion Fe m a 1 e-Vinson. Sr.: and its great grand'Please accept our appreciation Hart, Price Lassiter, Dr. .P. A. of Kentucky -sta.
George Hart.
.Dellon Thornton,
parents. Mrs. Annie Vinson and
Hart. A. B., AustiMand 0. A. Ad- charged with wilful murder, has
for
the
tinfoil'
sent
Senior Champion
to
the
Kosair
Femal
Mrs. Neice Knighe, all of Model,
Hospital. Tinfoil as you know, is artle
been set for November 25.
George Hart.
Burial was in Hendon cemetery.
used
in
making
Ushers
toys which are
were W. Z. Carter, L. M.
Grand
Champion Ferna 1 e-_
Dates for trial of the followsold
and
the profit turned over Overbey, Jr.,- Ralph Wear, Clyde ing cases have been set as
GeorgeHart.
into the hospital for the treatment Jones, W. B. Moser.
Best
Angus Individual- 1st
dicated: C. B. Parham vs Treman
T.5
cle Tommy" Chester with his current burley crop
of crippled children.
George Dart. 2nd George -Bart, 3rd
Burial was Sunday in the Strow Cavitt et al. November 22; H. W.
"Fine people like you make it
George Hart.
cemetery at Benton with services Winchester et al vs. Helen Dick.
T. S. "Uncle Tommy" Chester, county farmers
who
went to
poseible for LA to continue to carBest
Hereford
et aV November 26; A. L. Grubbs 72 year old Calloway County far- Louisville in 1927 as guests of the
Indieidual,-Ist
at the grave by the Masons..
ry
on
our
work
for
the crippled
Smith Brothers. 2nd Smith Brothet al vs. Helen Dick et al. Novem- mer ,is one of the people who have Louisville Board of Trade and the
Three master of arts degrees and
children of the State of Ken.:
ers, 3rd Smith Brothers.
ber 25; William E. Newport vs. become such an integral parr of University of Kentucky to inspect
MURRAY WOODMEN HEAR
23 bachelor degrees were granted
tuck
y
"
Cow and Calf- 1st George Hart.
Oharles
the
Jackson
county
et
tradVion
.
14.
that there arc the Bourbon Stockyaede
November
STATE MANAGER TUESDAY
meat during the summer session at
nd Put Wallis, 3rd Glenn • Craw21; Nellie Humphreys -Wells vs. few "old-timers" who do not know packing plants and other
related Murray State College., Mrs. Cleo
ford.
W. F. Johnson, November ' 26; him.
industries.
Murray T.r.O.W. Camp 592
Gillis Hester. registrar, announced
et Harry F. Hainline
Get of Sire (4 calves).--lst Carvs. Roy B.
Billy Joe Saunders
This year he is getting ready to
Tuesday night, November 12, in
"Uncle Tommy" has devoted a this week.
rel M. Rogers, 2nd Delbert Dale,
Bird,
November
20;
Hobart
UnderBilly Joe Saunders, former Murmarket what he says may be his large 'Portion of his time to caring
the Woodmen Hall on the corner
The degrees granted
Murray
wood vs ..„Tom Wilson. November laat a crop.
31'd Ivan Folwell.
ray High ajhlete. was largely reHe raised 1.150 sticks for the Soldier Creek cemetery students
of Fifth and
Main streets. A 20; William
are as Miners;
Fat Uattle Division
R.
Furchess
vs Jacob of burley- this season and
sponsible for the Murray College
large class of candidates were inhas and ••• improving
county- roads
MaSher
of arts-Joel Preston
C. Walters et al, November 20; sglways
Ft bull-acany breed-lst L. D. Thoroughbreds' 19-0
been a leader in Calloway Although he has raised a great "Ty"
win
over
itiated. The regurar business sesA movie, Stage 0oor ca
Holland. Murray.
Nola
Todd. 2nd Cerro! M. Rogers.
Winchester 'vs Elmus J. county agriculture.
Marshall College here last Satur- will be shown at the
For
several deal, or tobacco- in his life, a newsMurrayigh sion was held and refreshments Beak, November 18;
Bathelor of science in agriculFat steer weer 12 rn%nthsi-Ist day. The 175 poend freshman
Nell Hendon years he was a leading breeder
end School auditorium on Saturday, were served. *
paper clipping says he. never had ture-,-Jtain B Cavitt, Murray.
et al vs R. C. Tarry, November 18; and shipper
Lochie Fay Hart. 2nd Dale '71odcl. snagged two passes from halfladck
of
fine registered a "chew," has smoked' only one
Noveniber 16.
The movie. preBachelor of science in home eeEvan C.' Fvans, Kentucky state L. Ward et al vs E. B.
3rd Lochie Fay Hart. 40-1 Jackie Tommy
Brandon Jersey cattle and hogs.
Walker for
touchdown Rented for the benefit of Murray lmanager
and doesn't know 4he taste o oreamica-Tvonne Miller Blaine
tor the Woodmen, deliv- and Wife. November 19: Thomas
Genrin. 5th Dale Todd.
jaunts of 27 and 18 yards each., AmeriCan Legion
One of 12 children. he still lieee whiskey.: He is well-known
Post NO. 731 will i ernti an address on Fraternalism. Lamb et, al vs
for
Flachelord of science--Jane ElizaFA Heifer over 12 monthst- Saunders is a veteran of World
Callis Suiter et al. at the oltl home place in
start at 1:00 pm. and will run tirta 'Local District Manager
the his many trips as "Banta Claus" beth Orr Basden, Quays
T.
November
C. ColJune
21; and R R. Atkins vt. northwest corner
(Continued on Page 41
War II.
of the county. to the poor farms of beth Callo- Clark. Jamea
tit- 10:30 p.m.
I lie had charge of the program.
Madison Lassiter,'
W. E. Crider, November 22.
He was One of three Calloway way and Marshall copnti
a
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Dies at Home of
Daughter Wednesday
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little sofa Billie, were in Paris day.
Mrs. Bertha Maddox and Mr.
Miss Mara, Miller. student at
Miss Elizabeth Randolph of .PaSunday visiting Mr. and Mrs. R.
in
.aspent
of
Kentucky
ty
Unisersi
of
the
guest
week-end
the
n.
was
ducah
B. Chrisma
and Mrs. R. R. Hicks were
of Mr.
Miss Evelyn Jones is home' this
her mother. Mrs Mayme Ran- the week-erid with_ her parents.
s, who has been Paris Sunday as guests
Hendrick
P.
N.
a..na si. Boyd' dolph.
Chrisman.
week-end from Bowling Green,
Mr. and Mrs. Harri- Miller.
sick for several months, isn't any and Mra. R. B.
where she is attending school.
Miss
of Weehingteri. D. C.. spent last
and
Austin
C. Dale and Miss
and
J.
Russell'
H.
0.
Mrs.
AF
Mrs.
writing.
this
Mrs.
at
and
Dr.
better
Mr and
November 1 marked the first •, ishing hospital care to the Farm
week with her parenta. Mr. and son. Preston. and Mass Mary Eve- Mary Ne Austin of Lexington.
were dinner guests
Mi. and Mrs. Chile Wason and
Mason
of
Bettie
Stephen
family.
Hattori
his
and
Mrs.
and
member
Mr.
Bureau
Conrethe Farm Bureau
Dirs. J. T. Sammons. They
Detroit are in Hazel
Herfan Robertwerevisitors in the home birthday of
lyn Russell of Clarksville. Tenn.,
be a Farm Bureau mem- children of
Watertown, .Tenn., were guests of of MC -and Mrs.
turned to yi'aehington Saturday spent the week-end with their of Mn. Taz'Miller ckming the tract with the Blue Cross Hos- He must
visiting their paPui-year
Sunday.
and
son
and
John
Mrs.
under
son
mother,
enroll
s
can
he
Mrs. Stephen'
pitalization Service to make avail- i Der before
aCcompanied by John Irby Sam- mother. Mrs. A. D. Russall.
rents.
week-end.
McLeod, and daughter, Miss May- laa Mrs. Joyce Stone left Thursday
able prepaid hospital care to rural the plan. It gives each member
paGa.,
Mons. Also Mr and Mrs. Clyde
a
is
of
Atlanta.
ough
Sheckles
Sharbor
Aubrey
L.
C.
spend
Mrs.
and
Mr
Trotter.
M
yeer
0
first
the
al
Mrs.
days
the
family
of
spent
Ind.
I for Florida where she will
.
le.
people.
Edwards of Evansvil
war in Hazel last week visiting
friends.
children. tient for treatment in Campbell
and
a
with
Adkins
r,
with
Jack
days
Mr..
31
thereafte
and
and
year
winter
first
White
'.
the
of
the
Sammons
Enoch
The results
Me and Mrs.
laid week-end with the
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. ShecSuzanne and Jack; veure Sunday Clinic, Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. . K. Pinkley have
show that 13.647 farm people avail- $5.00 per day allowance toward klee of North Hazel, and other little daughter, Jackie of GilbertsMr_ and Mrs. M. E. Shaw, Jr. gueats, of Mr. and Mrs. John HerMr. and Mrs. Elmus Williams
it
,
In
addition
board.
and
of moved to Murray where they
the services, room
of
guests
es
-end
themselv
week
ed
were
ville
guests
-end
week
Scott
Kara
friends in Hazel.
of Hickman were
man Trotter and Me and Mrs. visited Mr. and Mrs.
will make their home.
Lela Wilson.
Thsre 'were 761 hospital cases on pays for all use of operating room,
James Marshall Overcast, who their aunt.- Mrs.
of Mr. and Mrs Vernon Stubble- G. B Scott. ,
and Joe in liefriiit. Mich . last
paid $38,- medications, oxygen, and drugs.
Cross
Ted Wilson spent last SaturBlue
the
which
Oxford.
'n
is attending sch
Bob Bray was in Paris Saturday
Held. Jr.
week, also their granddaughter.
It
sulfa.
and
n
g
of
penicilli
includin
ord
and Sunday in Memphis
Shackelf
Barbara
74.
day
.
30a
Miss
ii, in Hazel on business.
Miss., spent the wee
Mrs. Euel Trimble and
Pet Covineton of Da troll spent Chattanooga.
gives full maternity care after the
Tenn.. spent The Mr. and
visiting relatives and, friends.
Blows
softens
Marshall
L.
M.
Eva
isi
J.
aunt,
his
Mrs..
Mr. and
the week-end with his mother, week-end with her parents. Mr. Ann.
been enrolled. 12 vieiting
has
Mrs. Bettie Smith of Paris is in
This Farm Bureau project be- mother
Perry, and other r lives and were in Paris Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Herbert Hughes of
Mrs. E D. Covington
visiting the Wilson jamily
the results of months on a family membership.
as,
Shackelford. North' Mr. and
Hail.
reality
Oury
a
Mrs.
came
arid
of
Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
'Mr. and Mrs. Carl Ferrara and Sixteenth street. 'and attended the Detroit. Mich.. formerly of Lynn the work and planning of a rela- . The plan is offered through the friends.
and Mrs. A. H. McLeod.
Mr.
and
y
0. T. Mayer and Jake Mayer Milan, Tenn.. were here Saturda
Grove. announce the arrival of a lively small gs-ollip of state leaders. County Farm 'Bureau Auto Insurson. Carl. of Marion were week- homecoming game.
Page returned home
Nina
Mrs.
were in Murray to visit relatives night to visit Mr. Alison Wilson
son. Wayne Edward. on Novem- This group included Barry Bing- ance Agents.
end guests of Mrs., Ferrara's
a week in
following
Monday
Mr.
and
Morris
e
forGranvill
the
Mr.
is
week.
Hughes
this
family'.
and
ber & Mrs.
mother. Mrs . Alrneda -Farley.
le visiting her daughter,
ham. President of the Courier
Clarksvil
Niantic.
of
Morris
of
of
Leland
Jones
Edwards
Mrs
George
E.
and
J.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
Union County Leads
mer Ruth'Scherffius.
Mrs Paul Pierre and daughters,
Journal and The' Louisville Times;
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Plumer
visiting their sister and
There is quite a variation in the Murray spent a few hours Sun- Murray were Hazel visitors SunMrs. George Price of Clay. Ky.. Ben Kilgore. former
betty and Evelyn of Seettle. Wash. Conn.. are
e
Executiv
Albert
Mrs,
and
of the program between day afternoon in Hazel Visiting
visited her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
are ,,guests of the former's parente. daughter. 'Mr.
of the Farm Bureau; J. success
Pool, and son. James Edward. and J. B. Farris 'and attended the Secretary
the counties. A few counties in Mrs. Bettie James and blieLtibSt. and Mrs_ Robert'Swarm.
Sece
Executiv
present
Sanford,
E.
in the county for homecoming game last week-end.
the state do not have a single bie James.
Mr and Mrs. Jack Frost and other relatives
,
retary of Farm Bureau; D. Lane
days.
Rev. H. F. Paschall of Louisville
contract, as compared with Union
Mr. and Mrs. Oakland CunningBIM, Jackie. and little Miss Gay a fev
the
of
e Director
Executiv
Tynes,
BonMrs.
n,
Workma
the
John
M.
Christian who lead the state filled his regular Sunday appointham and Clara Nelle spent
Evans et Louisville were week-end
ty Hospital Service and and
nie Garrison, Mrs. Lock Hargrove. past week-end with Capt. and Mrs. Communi
ment at the Baptist Church and
yenta 199 and lal respectively. .
guests at the National Hote!
s
of
Director
Boards
ve
respecti
the
Mrs. Ray Ross and Miss Sandra Harold L. Cunningham and son in
There are six counties with -over ,was dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs
program of all time.
Cornand
Bureau
Farm
the
of
Tune In ... Most Famous farm
Capt. CunSue Ross were shopping in P- Chattanooga. Term.
ea' people enrolled. They are as Toy Paschall.
Is
which
Seaviee.
Hospital
mtutity
. every Saturn 561.
ducb Wednesday..Mrs. Joseph MIrler of Benton —The National Farm and Home Hour . .
ningham is being transferred to 1 the Blue Cross Plan in Kentucky."
Iowa; Union 618, Christia
I
find
435
Gingles
was in Hazel Saturday visiting
Larue 536, Henry 467. Daviess
G. B Scott. Hugh
o'clock Central Standard
Carlisle. Penn
In the words of Mr. Sanford. "The
day .. . N.B.C. Network — 11
425.
.
Mason
and
a. Carman attended a meeting of ! Miss Carolyn Smith Hopkins- •
relatives
action of these early planners was
Mi. and Mrs. Evard Mason and Time.
ale Kentucky Jersey Cattle Club 1 vine, was the week-end guest of
moavated by a desire to give the caigEwir Has 129
. Bowling Green Tuesday and • Miss Lochie Fay Hart and attended
Calloway County has 129 conrural people 6 n.ethost to soften
game
Vs aehmaday.
DurHopkinsville-Murray
the
the blows of unexpected accidents tracts covering 349 persons.
Creomulsion relieves promptly beMr .and Mrs. Henry Holton left Friday night and 'the Thoroughing the first year. Calloway CounCause le goes right to the seat of the
"
and
sickness.
trouble to help loosen and expel yesterday for a visit with rela- breeleadarshall homecoming game.
ty has had 28 hospital eases for
ecl:ktien phlegm, and aid nature tives in Houston.. Tex. They ac- She is the daughter of Judge and Nan-Protlt'Systems
a
The contract calls for a non • whrch the blue Cross has paid
soothe and heal raw, tender, hil. Mrs Int r Smith.
bronchial mucous mem- ampanied Mrs. D. F. McConnel
profit. cooperative system of turn- total (a $1175.61.
branes. Tell your druggist to sell you who will visit frOends in Fort
III bottle of Ctseseaulsion with the tm- Worth. Texas.
k
dentate:ling you must like the way it
Lt.- Robert James Stubblefield.
alliatkli allays the cough or you are
Miss Ruth. Clark, Mrs Winifred
to have your money back.
Fizzeil and Houser Boaz of Ls"
agton - were week-end gues•4 et
—_-- —
for Couzils,Chest Colds, Bronchitit --se Stubblefield Limas
arvi supplies which will erse
The Aviv has been authorized
additional
praclaement of
MAYFIELD _ _ All Mayfield is ate the tantalizing aroma of cof'he
male Regular Army Officers to busy making final preparations to fee. barbecued meats and all the
i r • commissioned welcome and entertain the throngs things that ,taste so especially
t
increase
strength to 50.000.
of visitors who are coming from good at such affairs and will be
Any male citizen of the United all parts of the Western District served continuously until Len FosStates of America who served on to pay homage to their leading ter and his Orchestra, to the sweet
ictiee duty as a comm•ssioned of- crop it the First Annual Tobacco and promising strains of "Auld
the United Festival to be held in Mayfield Lang •Syne", draw the curtain 0!
ficer in the. Army
States ar any component thereof Friday and Saturday of this week. the First Annual Mayfield 'T.
at an ytime 'between 7 December
Sense toseriteseidd fine teams are bacco Festival.
1941 and 31 December 1946 and ready to be weighed in and handa
was nrit si_parated therefrom un- icapped for the awe inspiring
ler °Aar than honorable condi- Team Pulling Contest. Approxi"erns is eligible for appointment mately one hundred dogs will bre
inter the provisions of Public straining at their leashes when tha
Law 67C .79Th Congress
signal is given to follow the ssaistata
All applicatiens must be in in the Coon Drug Uniforms Mk
prior to midnight 30 November pressed and
waitind for
1946.. WD AGO Forms 62 may be marchers and secret operatioal
•bteined at your nearest Army will soon be disclosed in a got.;
Station. 29 Federal geous array of floats as they joiril
Recruiting
BuildmgesPaducah. or Sub-Stations in the parade. Shop v".andows and ;
NO THANKS — Any further
in your .community
eat **live ;
atfotauffilsn may be attained there. air as Aber receive Se final
I just want a seat at the VAR'coration. Hundreds
SITY Sunday to see -BLONDIE
touches 'of
, and discover • of hands of tobaceo are tainted i
Want A- ds cove
KNOWS BEST"
-nal:Made of ,need.
and labeled awaiting the judges'
decisions
.
This isn't poker or a gamble
Speakers and judges. all sixit's a sure thing and we will raise
, 4
eialiAs in their respective .1.1e44
you to $5,000 and back it up with
are ready to entrain for Mayfl.
a guarantee to pay. You won't bewho
Masses.
lovely
nine
Twentylieve it until we explain it to you.
have been chosen to represent as I
If you have a boy or girl under
many high schools in Lae Western
12 you can give him a Junior Estate policy foe $1,000 that changes
District, are eager to be escorted
to $5,000 at age 21 . . at no
across the 25x60,,foot stage on Friincrease in preinium How do we
when the County
night
day
do it' . . . that's what we'd like
with
_each
be
cgmeaen
will
Queens
to show. you. Make us prove it
the fond hope that she will reach
rust sell.
.
tire finals on Saturday night and
Modern styles in round
the throne of the Tobacco Festival
or square mirrors —
M. D. HOLTON
Queen
beds.
Panel or poster
MRS. D. F. McCONNEL1
ng to over
amounti
'Checks
Assistant
silahozanv nalnal or
in cash prizes are ready for the
Name 616-J
Maple
names of the winners of the many
ano varied events
Occidental Life
Trucks and cars are shuttling
heir and forth to the great En- , tessror,e Co-^esy or C.alirernio)
te 7

arm Bureau Hospitalization Service
Celebrates First Birthday This Month
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Relief At Last

c

CREOMULSION

Army Authorizes MAYFIELD COMPLETES PLANS
ease FOR TOBACCO FESTIVAL
Officer Incr.

WARNING!

Do Not SHOOT Firecrackers!

WANT
AN .f

IT IS AGAINST THE LAW TO DISCHARGE OR SET
OFF FIRECRACKERS, ROCKETS OR OTHER
FIREWORKS IN THE CITY OF MURRAY

of

•
,
APARTMEN

tt•cl

We'll Raise You
to $5,000

'The ordinance prohibiting these practices will be
rigidly enforced. Recently, arrests for these violations
have not been made and the practice of shooting firecrackers and other firewo?ks has come to be extensively
indulged in.
It is for this reason that this note of warning is circulated. If you violate the law you,can expect to be arrs
rested and fined, and in that case don't blame the office
for they are charged with enforcement of the law.

• Dolls

These. and \lam- Other Items Plus
T8YS FOR THE KIDDIES
• Tricycles • Scooters •Tables, Chairs
:YOUR KF.I VINATOR:DEALER

Riley Furniture 111 Appliance Co.

•

W. B. PARKER

moo

• DINETTE SUITES, many lovely styles to select from
UTILITY
• METAL BASE and WALL CABINETS, PORCELAIN
TABLES
• CORNER CABINETS and UTILITY CABINETS
RANGES
• WARM AIRE COAL HEATERS and COAL and WOOD
•

Fe

DONE BY ORDER OF CITY COUNCIL

• Bed Room Suites

Good spring
tapestry and Dama.sks. Colors: Biruc, Wine, Beige, Rose or
--, Green. All moderately priced.
• PtATFORM ROCKERS, TILT-BACK CHAIRS, OCCASIONAL
I=ROCKERS._and CHAIRS
• MAHOGANY DESKS. DESK CHAIRS and FLUORESCENT DESK
LAMPS
• PLATE GLASS MIRRORS, Vertian or Framed
• PICTURES, Mahogany or Gold,. Frames ,
• COCKTAIL, LAMP, END, OCCASIONAL —RADIO
PHONE TABLES
•
• FLOOR. TABLE. PIN-UP. BED -rd DRESSER LAMPS
• RADIOS, Battery or Eleclt
n Con• COMBINATION RADIO and RECORD PLAYERS, Sparta
sole Modela
•
o ELECTRIC WAFFLE IRONS, TOASTERS, BitOiLERS, and AUTOMATIC IRONS
RIC WATER HEATERS, 30-gal. or Portable Type
ELECT
•

SI

and we trust that arrests will not be necessary

Why Not Give PRACTICAL GIFTS to All the Family'

S, SOFA BED and STATIONERY TYPES.
• LIVING ROOM SUITE
construction, lovely upholstery in velours, mohair,

0

THIS IS FAIR WARNING

Christmas Bargains!

• Simmons Electronic Blankets
• Boudoir Chairs
• Box Springs
• Innerspring or
Felt Mattresses

It

CHIEF OF POLICE

1

Everybody's Happy About Our

New BUS SERV.ICE on , HIGHWAY. 80
/

•

•

All the way - - - Both ways!
•

Direct—non-transfer--Route

GLASGOW* HAZARD
Convenient Schedules, Each Way, Each Day

Hazard

5.

teo
YDEN BUS
SHORT WAY LINES * HAZARD-H
and connecting bus service.
See our

ticket'agents for information concerning these schedules

Co.

.

L—

•t
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HOPTOWN AND MAYFIELD
SCRIBES RAISE NEW BEEF
John Fetterman
Coach Ty Holland's Murray High
Tigers slapped down the Crimson
Crows of Mayfield 33-0 and the
Tigers of Hoptown 28-6. But that
I:: ald news.
However ,a couple of die-hards,
one in each town, have taken to
the press to raise a new angle of
bellyaching over the games. One
of these, Joe Dorris of the Hopkinsville New Era, has written- an
article denouncing the public address announcer
at the
high'
school, and the other, known only
to God and the Mayfield Messenger, has tossed in his two bits

1Xe. mosr
irmoing
aitiyone ever Wee
hefe/
/5'•••••

1
thi

new o ar

AGIC
Au
GLADIRON
Come in ... see the new Thor
AutoosagicGladiron w ith your
own eyes. You'll know instantly it's the postwar irooer
of your dreams ... with features never possible before ...
conveniences unheard of in
pre-war models.

CHECK THESE FEATURES
Men cont. in fts• a demonstration!
Irons

. presses

steams

automagically
Operates with a PAO* IIINs control.
i. sit dew*.
Steads and 1,01111 vdsoits ys.
Irons shorts on 451 enotostt•s-14etworlt
rot 141s
folds to chase are
Whims's onywhor, .rt tkrot hawse.
For Immediate

Delivery

$75.25
Riley Furniture and
Appliance Co.
Phone 587
Your Kelvinator Dealer

Kirksey High School
News

'Labor Market
Information

On Wednesday night, November 6, Kirksey Hi brought their
election for the Junior and Senior
HIGHLIGHTS
Basketball Queen to a close. WanGains in employment continue.
da June Crouse from the eighth
Employment will rise at an acgrade was elected as Senior Queen
celerated' rate if more materials
and Jean Frances Parker, first
become available.
grade. as Junior Queen.
Entry wage rates for men and
Their attendants will be:- Linda
women compare favorably with,
Lawson, 2nd grade; Sonja Greenthose in other areas in the state.
field, 3rd grade; Shelby Sanders.
Employment rise of 5.3 per cent 4th grade; -Jane Blankenship, 5the
since September.
grade; Jo Ann Lawrence. 6th
Employment rise of 5.2 per cent grade; Lavern Treas, 7th grade;
forecast by 20 major firms by De- I Nelda Turner, freshman class: Betty Gunton, sophomore; Martha
cember.
Workman,
Female employees make up 69 Peery, junior; Sue
senior.
per cent of total employment in 20
Flower
Ann
girls— Barbara
major firms in the area.
Housden, Brenda Ann Riley, Jo
Entry wage for common laborers in area ranges from 40 to 70 Ellis, Beverly Greenfield.
Crown Bearer—Junior McCage.
cents per hour.
The Coronation, which is an
Employment Trend
Employment as listed by 20 event looked forward to, will be
major firms in the area amounted held Tuesday night, November 19,
toeether with our Homecoming
to 3,218, including 2,215 women, in
Employment in game with Almo. mid-September.
The proceeds from the Queen
the same firms in mid-October
contest, about $327.00,
will be
was 3,390, including 2.334 women.
used to buy drop curtains for the
Thus an employment rise of 5.3
stage.
per cent was noted. Female emKirksey Eagles met the Lynn
ployees .in these firms make up
Grove Wild Cats Tuesday night,
69 per cent of the total employMAYFIELD AREA

worth.
As a crowd of ignorant people
who still think the scorebroad has
a word in picking winners, we
wondet at some of their remarks.
The article is too drawn-out to be
reprinted in this paper but here
are some samples of Hoptown and
Bon Ton comment.
"He (the announcer) gave one
of the poorest exhibitions
of
sportsmanship we have heard re,
cently."
We apologize.
"He apparently dreamed he was
Ted
Husing
at today's
Notre
Dame-Army game."
If there was anyone dreaming,
it was whoever gets 'mid for
stoppn Billy Furgerson. Jackie
Miller and L. R. Melugin.
" . . . between three and four
thousand were trying to keep from
listening to an endless line of chatter etc . . ."
The announcer was Gene Graham, graduate of Murray Training
School (usually bitter rivals of
track
High cage and
Murray
teams) and a student at Murray
College. He took the announcing
job because nobody else cared for
the no-pay, no-thanks task. He
doesn't pretend to be a professional, but at the request of High
School officials, gladly helped out
in a pinch. His custom of announcing first names of players
(also objected to has caused no
protest in the past.
"ithe announcer) took the attitude that people vi:ho pay a dollar
to enjoy a football game are either
morons or blind-folded."
The only moronic action reported here was the eagerness with
which some out of town rooters
cluttered up the pockets of Tiger
supporters with their
wayward
wagering.

enough to sit
"It was bad
through a sound 28-6 shellacking
. . ."
You should have stopped
there.

right

"The presentation ion Ty's new
car now), for w hich the Idea may
or may not have been borross:ed
from the fact Hoptown fans presented Coach Mills with a Plymouth in September . . ."
The only thing borrowed from
Hoptown Friday was the use of
the visitors' goal line but we can
see how objectionable this habit
must have become
"The presenter referred to Holland, who has been at Murray for
some 20 years, as 'the best high
Sciped coach in Kentucky' .. ."
Got anybody better lii your corner"
"..
Murray fans roared their
appervaL"
You did a little purring yourself
when you got back to the home
bailiwick now didn't you'
"I couldn't help thinking how
flat the ceremony might have been
If iloptown bad won."
Novi who's dreaming'
Use our classiziea
get the business

vas— May

WHEAT
WILL PAY $2.25 PER BUSHEL
FOR GOOD MILLING WHEAT
Mill will be closed 27, 28, 29, 30
of this month

LYNN GROVE MILLING CO.

I

ment.
An anticipated increase in total
employment of 5.2 per cent is
forecast by December. This rise
is reflected for the most part in
employment for manufacturing inNon-manufacturing industries.
dustries anticipate rather stable
nex t
employment during the
month. It. is difficult to forecast
future tabor requirements accurately because or 'material shortages. In most cases forecasts are
based upon the assumption that
required materials will be available as needed.
Construction in the area is limited principally to small buildings.
When construction materials ire
available a sharp rise in employment is anticipated.
Labor Demand
It is expected that 179 workers
be.needed for increase in employment in major firms during
the next month Additional workers..will be needed to replace turnover, which averages around 3 per
cent. Demand at reporting firms
is principally for unskilled men
and semiskilled sewing machine
operators.
. A study of the occupational distribution of unfilled job openings
at the end of October revealed
that 29 per cent of all eopenings
were in the skilled group. 21 per
cent in the semiskilled group, 21
percent in clerical and sales group,
17 percent in the professional and
managerial group, and 12 percent
in service occupations.
Labor Supply
At the end of October the olcal
office had on file 3.118 active applications. The occupational classifications
applicants
of
these
broken down into male, female
and veteran are as follows:
Total Male Female Vet
Entry occupation
274
266
8
250
'Profesional
and
managerial
50
45
5
40
Clerical and
sales
205
_113 92
120
Service
workers
190
140
84
Agricultural
workers
412 .412
0
373
Skilled
workers
545
510 35
250
Semiskilled
workers
844
616 228
504
Unskilled
workers598
387 211
214

job applicant, we suggest that employers place their job orders with
the local office at 212 East Broadway, Mayfield, Kentucky, telephone 986.
This area includes the counties
of
Calloway, Fulton, -Hickman,
and Graves..

PAGE TARE!'

November 5, on the Kirksey floor.
Lynn Grove was victorious with r
a score of 48 to 24.

!lege of Engineering tapped II and served two and one-half
years as pilot in the AAF. He Is
the younger son of Dr. and Mrs.
0. C. Wells, Sr., and is married
to the former Julia Collins of Tal-

[Fred Wells Picked
By National Group,,/

Also Friday night, November 8,
Kirksey
Eagles played Sedalia
with Sedalia victorious with a
score of 42 to 31. We of Kirksey
High are very proud of our team.
Great improvements have
been
made and we are expecting some
victorious games soon.
Basketball gazaes scheduled for
/his week are: Wednesday night,
November 12, Kirksey vs Farminoon at
Farmington; Friday
night, November 15, Kirksey vs'
Concord at Concord.

for membership in Tau Betai Pi,
national honorary fraternity. The
annaincement- was made at a con•
Fred Milton Well
.
s,,Murray stu- vocation of engineering students
1November 7.
dent at the University of Ken- on:
tucky, was one of ten students of
Welk is zi veteran of World War

lidl'is=:ec• na•

^-••=1.-

Limestone Concrete
Building Blocks

Girls of the Home Economics
Club are selling refreshments at
all home basketball games with
the goal of paying for two new
electric stoves which we have in
our home economics department.
The ptimary grades are giving a variety
program on the
night of November 27. Everyone
is invited to attend this event.
The Kirksey Mother's Club will
meet Wednesday evening, November 20
Thursday night, November 7,
the sophomore class held, its annual party in the school building. A grand time was reported
by all- present.

THE AVAILABLE BUILDING MATERIAL
• POWER TAMPED
• Long Lasting

• LABORATORY TESTED
• Locally Produced
FOR

PERFECT

HOMES : OUTBUILDINGS : STOCK BARNS
Produced By

Mil ICAO
itifitifi 10 IS
or mi NO INONO
ui iiimaw NI of ..m4r: 011
ill !Engin.
ill y./
!KUNO Ilwaro

HOMEMAKERS' AUCTION SALE
Don't forget the auction sale
Saturday. November 16 at 2 p.m.
in the courthouse. Several useful
articles have already been brought
to the restroom.
If you have
some article for the sale and do
not have a way to bring it in call
any homemaker or send' to any
store in town

111L
—ared •

I ,IN0.-

Immo miumo,

East Highway, Murray, Ky.

mao 1.0

ø mio

WE DELIVER

Phone 324

YES! TIRE BUYERS DEMAND MORE QUALITY THAN HER
WITH EVERYTHING YOU'VE WAITED FOR

No new tire ever created demand
in our store like the return of

•

w._GENERAL
Maine,
111~/111.1.1,k
MINNIE/

41,111••••

•••••••

It

Quiet Running of Straight,
free-rolling ribs

•f Quick-stopping safety of
"action-traction"
•••
• Safer extra mileage of
more natural rubber

••••••••••

:I
▪ Blowout protection of
extra carcass strength
COSTS MORE ...WORTH MORE

Total
3.118 2.489 629 1.835
The above applications include
I h use
drawing
unemployment
compensation. or servicemen's. readjustment allowance
claim s.
Many are temporarily out of work
or have job connections. A large
number of veterans are planning
to farm or entet school.
This news bulletin is compiled
, by the
Mayfield - office of the
I United States Employment Service
through information obtained from
representative indbstrial and corn' mercial
establishments and other
:sources. In order to further the
'best interest of both employer and

I

N.

Murray Live Stock Company
The Best Market in West Kentucky
AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner

GENERAL,

SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK
SALES REPORT FOR NOV. 12, 1946
Total head sold

547

No. 1 %Teals
No. 2 Veals
Throwouts

25.00
22.50
4.00- 20.00

Good Quality Fat Steers 16.00- 20.00
Baby Beeves
13.50- 22.50

HOGS
180 to 350 pounds
Roughs

Canners and Cutters

7.00-

Bulls

8.00- 15.00-

We think a e had a good sale on show cattle.
Blue Ribbon Calf brought 850.00 per 100:: balance fat steers from 823.00 to 835.00 per 100 1bs

Milk Cows, per head

9.50

23.7r,
_21.50 Down

50.00-166.00

Main Street Motor Sales
Phone 59

206 East Main-Street

J. 0. PATTON

J. B. WATSON

PLEASE BRING -YOUR STOCK IN
BY 1:00 O'CLOCK

‘..

4--
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Co.
Dale Todd. 1020.

300 ATTEND
BUREAU DINNER

FARM I Independents Play
Hardin Monday In
Murray High Gym

Flint News

-

.s
DONT S11100if

LAYMEN WILL PLEAD CASE
OF WORLD MISSIONS SUNDAY

Kroger

MISS E.
GUY Li
Mr. ie
the EIJI
nounce
daughter
son of
Luther I

FIRECRACKERS

W. B. Pate4 Murray Chief of
Police, has trv.i. tted a warning in
workL. C. Linn, who has been
•
r te5 firecracker shoottoday's
Dale Todd. 105C. 25e. Abel.
ing in Detroit for several yea:
in
made
1.
are
appeals
Page
.utside
Jackie
Cars.
No
from
hundred
,Continued
In the Fat Heifer
Pastors in nearly a
with the exception of the tes ,
Enforcing the city ordinance
The' Murray Independents, tied thousand churches ‘if all com- any church. The single purpose of
1-t fiu.iy Hihdor. and Sons. 2nd Geurin won first place and Todd 'years he spent in the Navy in the
BasTodd.
the
Fri-State
is to encourage lay- which prohibits this practice is
in
spit
Starts
occasion
tap
Gr
the
for
County
their
to
laymen
Avon liecond.
call
Carrot- 11, Roeers 3rd Dale
,
will
the
service
munions
from
returned
Pacific.
Drive;
ketball League, will play Hardin pulpits on next Sunday, Novem- men to support more generously only one of the hundreds of time
Jackie .Geurin, 78C. 26sec. Shroat rhrst of this year. He was mar- j Members
4th Dale Todd 5th Dale Todd
the consuming tasks which fall- to the
of
work
Speaker
missionary
Is
in the Murray High School gym ber 17. to plead ft1r an -all-out" the
Stanford
_12
E.
J.
nder
u
(Bros.
Beef Steer
ried in Miss Bobbie Robertson in
Baby
are police department.
they
which
7:30.
at
with
?
night
Co.
churches
Monday
ger
Kr
25c.
2nd
1220:
nt
Date Todd.
participation in the advanceme
Detrait two weeks are. He and ,
months' let Rods Hencl.n.
a. 1 banquet of the Calwon of the Christian mission to all identified, not leaving it, as it
SOC. 23eic, Jones Co. his bride are here for '' e ;few
Firecrackers are a definite nuiDale
Independents have
The
Rudy Hendon, 3rd Rudy Hendon
,..eounty Farm Bureau was
oi the sea- needy and unevangelized portions often happens, to the women's or- sance, especially in hospital areas,'
Club is very grateful weeks' visit with hiS parents. Mel Iowa)
4-H
starts
The
two
only
their
-1st
4-H-FFABaliy Beef--Steers
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OUTBOARD
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Immediate Delivery
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. FOR SALE
Thompson School House and Two
Acres of Land
will he sold NOV[MRER 1-9 at 1:30.

it

Ann Curry. scribe

The sale will be on the grounds.

Billington-Jones
Motor Company
'

.04 -tr.. t

Phone 17I.

Thompson School House is near Kirksey
High School.
Prentice Lassiter, School Supt.
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Christmas cards and a Christ.
party was alm, discussed.
The meeting was closed with
r good night circle.
ArdatA Boyd. scribe
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So Let Us Prepare Your . . .
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Tractor Tires

DODGE
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hange aver from steel to rubtter
11-lere• .3

• NOW' I

PLYMOUTH

OR

By Replacing All Those BROKEN DOOR GLASS
and WINDOW CONTROL PARTS

Wardsliliversides

QUICK SERVICE ON DODGE, PLYMOUTH, and
Many Other Chrysler Products, as
WE HAVE THE PARTS IN STOCK

Now in Stock - All Sizes
TIRES and RIMS
Use of Farm Plan to pay.

Parts
Fourth and Poplar

Montgomery Ward
Mo Field. Kentucky

Sales

:

:

Service
Telephone 890

Si,,
Size
Size
Size
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FRIDAY and SATURDAY

FOR A GIRL'S KISS

r-or

S1.00

ANTI-FREEZE while it lasts, gallon

VARSITY
You'll Never Forget
the Things
You See

FUS411

Earl Jacobs or Will Story

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS'

- STUDENTS PLEASE NOTE
You will find it necessari--to present your Student Ticket
to both the Cashier and Doorman in order to enter th
Theatre at student rates.
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MISS EMILY MORRIS WEDS
GUY LUTHER, NOVEMBER 8
Mr. and Mrs. Wybert Morris of
the Elm Grove community announce the
marriage of their
daughter, Emily, to Guy' Luther,
son uf Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J.
Luther of Craves codisty.
. The double ring ceremony was
*-ead ail Friday evening, November 8, at 4:00 o'clock at the home
of Rev. W. B. Cone, pastor of Elm
Grove Baptist Church.
Robert McCuan and Ann Easley we the only attendants.
The bride wore a _two piece grey
wool dress with black accessories
and a corsage of red roses.
Miss Easley was dressed in a
black wool dress with matching
accessories. Her corsage was of
white carnations.
Mrs. Luther has attended Murray State College for the past two
years, where she trained in the
field of commerce. Mr. Luther
served as a technical sergeant in
the United States Army for three
years. Mr. Luther and his parents moved to Graves County
from Madera, Cal., last spring.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther are making their home at 1616 Farmer
Avenue.
• • •
M.B. HAYES CIRCLE MEETS
MONDAY EVENING
The Mattie Belle Hayes Circle
,of the W S.C.S. met Monday evening in the sun parlor at Wells
Hall with Mrs. Leone Utterback,
II

• 1

•
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Misses Mattie Trousdale and Racine Spicer as hostesses.
Following a short business session conducted by the president,
Miss Frances Sexton, a Very interesting program was presented
with Miss Oneida Wear as leader.
The scriptUre lesson was given by
Mrs. Rue Overbey with the prayer
by Miss Wear. Mrs. Burn Jeffrey discussed "Migrant Agricultural Families", and Miss Mary
Lassiter's topic was, "Providing
Christian Literature to Younger
Churches."
A dessert plate was served by
th: hostesses to twenty-five members.
_ •s

Mr. and Mrs. William B. Pogue,
both of Murray, Route 6. were
married Saturday, November 9,
at the home of Bro. J. H. Thurman.
Henry B. Willoughby and Eva
Lene McNutt were 'attendants.
The bride wore a light blue
street length dress with bIrck accessories.
Miss McNutt chose a
grey suit with black accessories.
Mr., apci.rs. Pogue plan to
make their home in Highland
Park, Mich., .where Mr. Pogue has
been emploYed for the past year.
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ZETA PARTY HONORS
reports were given: "Evangelism DELTA MU CHAPTER
Lilly Walker and Mrs. Dixie PalVETERANS' WIVES
in India", Mrs. E. A. Tucker; "The HAS HAMBURGER SUPPER
me:.
Meyers of the Zeta Depart- Christian Home Movement in InThe Delta Mu Chapter of Tau
The group invites and urges all
dia,
ment
of
the
Mrs.
, J. B. Farris; "Isabella Phi Lambda Woodman
Woman's Club were
Thursday, November 14,
Sorority
The PTA will sponsor Commun- hostessgs at a lovely party at the Thclburn College", Miss Frances had a hamburger supper at the the women of the church to atity Night at Murray High School. club house Tuesday evening when Sexton; "ContributiOns of Christi- home of their sponsor, Mrs. Guth- tend the regular meetings which
are held on Saturday alter first
Inspection of the building will be they entertained in honor of the anity to Missions," Mrs. A. D. rie Church, November 11.
Sunday of each month.
Trom 6 to 6:30 and a dinner pro- wives of veterans on the college Butterworth; "Continued Need of
Those
present
were
Oneida
campus
Missions
and
In
other
new residents
India," Mrs. Albert
• • •
gram with - Adron Doran as guest
Ahart, Berdie Ellen Colson, Ann
speaker will be at 6:30. Patrons in Murray. Mrs. Tom Rowlett Lassiter; "Money We Send to In- Vae Hart, Mrs. Cleatus McDaniel, OPEN HOUSE AT
and friends of the school are in- is chain-man of the department, dia'', Miss Alice Waters. Inter- Mrs. Bert Crider, Fay Nell Ander- TRAINING SCBOOL
and the committee in charge of esting talks were made on "Evivited.
son, Frances Wilson, Dortha HenIn observance of National Edarrangements
was composed of dences of Christianity in India"
Monday. November 13
Miss charlotte Owen, Mrs. Wes- by two students of Murray State, ry, Evelyn Cathey, Mrs. Carl ucation Week the Training Sc. 1
Service Guild
The ,Wesleyan
ley Kemper, Mrs. Bernard Bell Paul Wilson of Paris, Tenn. and Lawrence, Lynn Radford, Mrs. Al- held open house for the rr
will meet at 7:3Q p.m. at the home and
T. Cooper of Murray, who were bert Crider. Opal Marine, and Mr. on Wednesday. There wen
Mrs. - Cecil Farris.
MISS KATHLEEN HOLT
of Mrs. Charles Mason Baker with
in India more than a year. The and Mrs. Guthrie Churchill and than one hundred in atter
The
club
house
was
festive in
WEDS ROB HURT ELKINS
Mrs. Sherrill Outland and Mrs.
daughter, Mary Florence.
during the day. Lunch was
its decorations of fall flowers and class made a contribution for a
Joe Paschall as co-hostesses.
ed at noon in the lunch room.
A
good
time
college
was
enjoyed
by
all,
student
at
Miss Kathleen Holt, daughter of
the
Lower Medautumn leaves.
Tables were
• • •
BRIDE-ELECT HONOREE AT
Tuesday, November 19
In the afternoon the regular
Mr. and Mrs. GaYlcus Holt, and
placed for bridge, rummy, pi- teal College in India.
BRIDGE PARTY AND SHOWER Bob Hurt Elkins, son
The circles of the W.S.C.S. will
Mother's Club program was held
After the session h miscellane- JACKSON-GOODWIN
of Mr. and
nochle, and rook.
High score
meet at 2:30 p.m. as follows:
with the president, Mrs. 011ie Barprizes were awarded Mrs. Mary ous collection of handwork from MARRIAGE IS OF INTEREST
Miss Martha Belle Hood, bride- Mrs. W. R. Elkins, both of H2?Circle
one at the Methodist
The devotional
Of interest to many friends in nett, presiding.
din,
were
married
C.
Thursday
Hull for bridge, Mrs. Mary Kay India was shown.
evenelect of this month' was honoree
church.
•• •
Murray is the announcement of period was led by Mrs. A. F. YanParker
rummy, Mrs. Margaret
at a dessert bridge and china ing, November 7.
Circle two at the home of Mrs
The ceremony was read by Bro.
Richerson pinochle, and Mrs. Jen GARDEN CLUB OFFERS PRIZES The marriage of Miss Mary Holl- cey. Prof. George Morey entershower last Thursday evening
Leland Owen. .
IN CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS and Jackson and Ralph Goodman tained with flue and viola solos
Hutchins for rook.
when Mrs. James H. Richmond J. H. Thurman at his home.
Circle four in the Methodist
which was solemnized on October with piano accompaniment by
Attendants were A. V. Reeves,
Punch and cookies were served
and Miss Anne Howell Richmond
church basement.
The Garden Club in a meeting 19 in Highland Park,
The speaker was
Latricia
Stokes
and
Mich. in a Mrs. Morey.
during
the
Doris
H.
Ray.
evening
from a beauwere hostesses at their home.
The Music Club will hold the
• • •
tifully appointed table which held Thursday, announced that prizes quiet double ring ceremony. The Miss Annie Ray whose subject
• Small tables were placed in the
regular meeting' at the club house
as centerpiece a bouquet of asters. would be offered in decorations vows were read by the Rev. Mr. was "How To Learn."
living room and places marked STITCH AND CHATTER CLUB
at 7:30 p.m.
Members present were Mes- for Christmas. Mrs. John Ryan is Morrison at Trinity Methodist
with miniature umbrellas of pink MEETS WITH MRS. HALE
The General Council meeting
chairman of the club.
Church.
Following a
wedding
dames
Maurice Ryan, Sam Goodand blue, and a single pink roseThe Stitch and Chatter Club met will convene at the First ChrisMrs.
The prizes will be offered for trip to -Canada Mr. and
man, Tom Rowlett, Jack Bailey,
bud. The honoree was presented last Thursday afternoon
at the tian. Church at 2:30 p.m. Devothe
—'rtroat attractive doorway, the Goodwin are . at home in FernW.
C.
Elkins,
Chas.
a corsage of all white flowers. 'home of Mrs. C. E.
Mason
Baker,
Hale for the tional will be by Mrs. E. J. Noel.
dale, ,Mich..
The gifts were presented on a sil- purpose of reorganization.
Joe Paschall, John T. Irvan, Wes- most attractive house and grounds,
Mrs. Mrs. Kimble Underwood will be
arid
The bride is the daughter of
honorable
mention
to
the
ver tray.
Bryan Tolley was elected chair- the guest speaker and will give a ley Kemper, Bernard Bell, Haron
In the bridge game the prize for man, Mrs. Charles
West, Buist Scott, Ed Griffin, Nor- street that is most Christmasy in Will Jackson and the late Mrs.
review
book
Man's
"Cheist
and
on
Mercer secredecoration. First, second and third Jackson, and has, for a number of
high score was awarded Mrs. H. I. tary, and
Mrs. Robert Smith treas- Delima" by George Butterick. The man Hale, Cecil Farris, James prizes
-Will be awarded in each years, made her home with her
Rudy
Sledd.
Allbritten,
Wid
Ellison
and
urer.
November
birthdays of Young Matron's Group will be
aunt, Miss Frankie Holland. They
Miss
A
Charlotte
dainty dessert course was members were recognized.
Owen.
Their entry.
hostesses.
The judges will tour the town to retain many ties in Murray and
served to sixteen close friends of
The Lydian SundaySchool Class guests included Mesdames Dan
The hostess served delightful remake the selectionS between the the county
where they
have
the honoree.
freshments to the eleven members of the First Baptist Church will Smith, June Peterson, Zora Brash- 15 and
• • •
23 of December, according often visited since leaving here
VETERANS
er,
Jen
Hutchens,.
Lyda
Bryant,
meet with Mrs. Bradburn Hale
present.
to
the announcements, and the en- to make their home id Michigan.
Approved free training under
Rebecca Swatzell, Helen Dennis,
POGUE-LAWRENCE
The next meeting will be on on Elm street at 7:30 p.m.
• • • •
the G. 1. Bill of Rights
Marie Holton, Prances Carlton, trants are requested to keep the
VOWS SAID
Deeember 5 at the home of Mrs.
November
Wednesday,
20
lights on between 5:30 and 8:30 KIRKSEY W.S S.S. MEETS
Complete-information on request
Margaret
Richerson,
Marjorie
The U.D.C. will meet at the Weems,
Miss Dorothy Fave Lawrence, Joe' Baker.
TOLER'S BUSINESS ('OLLEGE
Lena Cole, Yvonne Wil- p.m.- each evening between the
The Kirksey Woman's Society
• • •
Nothing can soothe your nerves
home of Mrs. George Hart at 2:30 liams, Dan
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Hutson, Don Souder, above dates.
of Christian Service held its regParis, Tennessee
o'clock.
Lawrence, and W. L. Pogue, son of LEGION AUXILIARY MEETS
take your mind off the day's
ThIs
is the first time since be- ular monthly meeting Saturday
Gene
Graham,
Charlie
Walsh,
TO PLAN OPEN HOUSE
/Cflitf Howell Richmond Dennis Taylor,
affairs like music. Start buildMorgan, Jerlene fore -the war that decorating for afternoon, November 9, with eight
will be hostess to her bridge club Sockman, James
ing your record library none.
The regular meeting of Murray
Cooper,
John Christmas has been urged. It is members present.
at 7:30 p.m.
•
We have a complete selection
Leader, Louise
Unit No. 73, American Legion
The meeting opened with the
Allen, Hamilton, hoped by the Garden club that
•
Thursday, November 21
Carolyn
Auxiliary, met Thursday evening
Harrod, Dorris Bland, Murray will be dressed up for singing of the hymn "Jesus Calls
of modern and classical arThe Home Department of the Ann Whit, Millie Sanchez, Earline the holidays and will be attract- Us." A short business session was
at the Woman's Club House.
rangements.
During the business Ission con- Woman's Club will meet at the Gardiner, Mary K. Parker, Wil- ive to nearby town friends who held, officers were elected for
lard Dill, Ruth Ann Atkins, Vir- will be interested in making Mur- 1947, and Sunshine Friends were
ducted by Mrs. George Williams, club house at 2:30 p.m.
The Zetas will meet for the No- ginia Thomas, Vic Furcillo, Blon- ray a visit to bee the Yule-time revealed.
president, plans were discussed
•
for holding open .house for veter- vember meeting at the club house die McDaniel, Marjorie Armbrus- attractions.
The following members had a
Further announcements will be part on the program: Miss Clarice
ans of World Wars I and II and at 7:30 p h. Please note change ter, Melva* Farmer, Mary Briggs.
mads
in
date.
Liter in the sedson
Nell Driskill, Joeite Wolfe. Oran
R,frtrur: Mr!,
their families on November 22 at
R ,(1f!(1. MyPhone 56
The Business and Professional Hull. Frances
the Club House. The American
Yates,
Merrell
Legion and the Auxiliary are joint Women's Club will meet at 6:30 Pearce. Grate Thompson. Connie
p.m. in the basement of the Na- Crowell. Jo Manson: Mary Ruth
sponsors of the event.
tional Hotel.
Hobart and Ruby Jean Colley,
At a recent meeting the Auxiland Misses Ella
Weihing. Pdt
iary voted to adopt a ward of six
Twist. and Carolyn Brock.
patients, veterans of Ve15'rld War GARDEN CLUB HAS FALL
•• •
II. at Outwood HospitarTnd Mrs. PLANTING AND LUNCHEON
W.S.0 S CONCLUDES INDIAN
Claud
Anderson,
rehabilitation MEETING NOVEMBER 7
Members of the Garden Club STLZA COURSE
chairman. was directed to send
The Woman's Society of Chriseach month a box containing sox, met at the club house lest Thursday for the annual fall planting tian Service held the last meeting
cigarettes, tooth paste. etc.
of the. study course on India at
Announcement was made of a and a luncheon meeting. Included
the
Methodist . church Tuesday
joint Christmas party for mem- in the planting were favorite
afternoon.
bers of the American.Legion and shsubs presented by the past GarMrs. Max Hurt led the devotion
the Auxiliary to be "held on De- den Club presidents to the club.
after which the following brief
Following
the
serving
deof
a
••••
cember 5th.
The following program was en- licious covered dish luncheon at
.•••..m..•••••m.1=1.....•••••••/.••.r••••.••..••..••••••••••••••=.-.•.
joyed. Group of vocal solos by noon, the program was presented.
Mrs. John Ryan, chairman, preHugh McGee accompanied
by
Russell Phelps; French horn solo sided over the business session
by Bob Pfunder. accompanied by and discussegl bulbs and shrubs,
Mrs.
Miss Mary Jo Ross; pjano solo. and flower arrangements.
Russell Phelps; address by Dr. C. Hall Hood conducted a quiz on
If you bake at home- baking day is any day
S. Lowry whose subject was plants for a historical garden. A
you feel like it, with Fleischmann's Fast Rising
lovely
chrysanthemum
display
"Armistice".
Dry Yeast. Easy-to-use,extra-fait, Fleischmann's
was
under
the direction of Mrs.
A
social
hour
with Legion memFast Rising stays fresh, full strength for weeks
bers closed the evenings enter- Greg Miller.
on yosr pantry shelf. Always ready for instant
Hostesses for the meeting were
tainment. The refreshments comaction. Get Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast -- mittee
was composed of Mrs. Max Mesdames A. F. Doran, G. B.
tiaday. The menfolk will brag about your baking
Churchill. Mrs. Solon Shackleford, Scott. B. F. Berry, J. B. Farris
more than ever. At your grocer's.
Mrs. Haron West, Mrs. A. B. Dunn. and Audrey W. Simmons.
• • •
0.E S. MEETS TUESDAY
Murray Star Chapter No. 433,
0.E.S., met at the Masonic Hall
Tuesday evening with Mrs. ha
Mae Copeland, worthy matron,
presiding.' She was- assisted by
Guthrie Churchill, worthy patron.
Mrs. Mary Msain of Benton.
Grand Deputy of District 18, was
formally introduced and welcomed
by the worthy matron.
Mrs.
Gladys Houser, W.M. of Benton
chapter. and Mrs. Alma McNeely
_ mei
of Alford Chapter, Aurora, were
also introduced.
Two candidates were initiated
by the officers in charge and received into fellowship.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Clara Noyce. Mrs. Etha WalA great variety of figure flattering Chesterfields, Shorties and Fitted
Coats — originally
drop, Mrs. ',overt Williams, Mr.
$24.75 to $42.50.
and Mrs. Aubrey Woods.
The next .regular meeting will
be held November. 20.
• • •
OUTLAND-MILLER MARR1AE
IS ANNOUNCED
Four groups — $47.50, $32.50, $29.98, $22.50 — All reduced. Beautiful all wool Gabardines,
. Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Trill land
Wool Crepes and Velours. .ALL THIS SEASON MERCHANDISE — Blacks, Grays, Checks,
Just the thing to keep
announce -the marriage of their
Colors.
that little boy or girl
daughter, Betty Jean. to Tipton
warm on these cold
Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Miller. The single ring cereautumn and winter
mony was read by W. P. Hale in
days.
Osceola, Ark., on Thursday, OctoFrom $19.98 to $13.98; $16.75 to.
'161 1.98; $10.98 to $7.98. Comfortable, good looking — A
ber 31,
dress for most any occasion. Get one — Get several.
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Make Music
Your Hobby

fbrW'

ON YOUR PANTRY SHELF

JOHNSON
Appliance Company

atra evivid
g if I
WESTERN AUTO
ASSOCIATE $TOREI

• NOW! Bake any time ...at a moment's notice with

Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast

1

LEGGING SUITS

OF‘CLOSE- OUT BARGAINS!

FOR

BOYS AND GIRLS

Starting FRIDAY A. M.„ NOVEMBER 15, and continuing until WE CLOSE OUT

With or without Leggings

•

•

Size 1-3
Size 3-6x
Size 8-14

ON COATS, SUITS, DRESSES, MILLINERY

$7.95 to $14.95
$9.70 - $14.95
$10.95 -$16.95

15 per cent OFF ON ALL COATS

15 per cent OFF ON ALL LADIES SUITS

ALL DRESSES REDUCED

a.

Watch Your
Kidneys!
We have a fine selection and just about
any color you'd like.
WOOL SUITS that will:A PROTECT
FROM HEAD TO TOE

'•

Littleton's -

80 per cent CUT ON ALL MILLINERY
SWEATERS from $6.98 to $4.98

Ilelp Them I .leanse the Blood
of Ilarnifill Body Waste
Your kidneys Sr.' constantly filtering
waste matter loom the blood stream. But
I, id neys somet i mei lag In their work do
sot aet as Nature intended - fail to remove impurities that, if retained. may
pfIlIVWI the system and upset the whole
1.ody ismehisery.
Symptoms may be nagging backache,
peroistent hesd•che, attacks of dizziness,
getting up nights. smelling, puffiness
under the eyes- a feeling ef nervous
rinsiety and loss of pep and strength.
Other signs of kidney or bladder disortISr are sometimes burning, Scanty or
too f requent wield on.
There ohould be no doubt that prompt
treat rnent is wiser than neglect. l'ee
Dooreo Jill,. 1)onn's have been winning
new friends for more thus forty years..
They have • natIon-wilde reputation.
Are recommended by grateful p•ople the
country over. tot your neighbor I

You can't afford to miss this chance to get these REAL VALUES being released as BARGAINS.
THIS INCLUDES OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF READY-TO-WEAR

DOAN'S PILLS 11.41

TINY TOT SHOP
307 MAIN

MRS. DELL FINNEY

TELEPHONE 1081
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urlitzer Pianos

so.

Hazel High School

For Rent

Last and Found

tt

LOOK!
Will

LOOK!

YOUR PHILCO DEALER
For Calloway County
is

t. KIRK A. POOL & CO.

Boggess Prooruce Co.

Miscellaneous

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF

Mceage'sGrocery

TOOLS

ON THE CONCORD HIGHWAY
•
AT NEW HOPE

FOR THE HOME AND BUSINESS

We would like to sfiy to our many
friends that your business will be apprecidted.
We are handling a full line of
GROCERIES, FEEDS, SHELL GAS
and OIL PRODUCTS

F-For Sale
CUT FLOWERS. CORSAGES and
FUNERAL DESIGNS-Huie Flower Shop. South 15th Street. Phone
479.

At an early date we will be equipped
with Electric Pumps, Air Compressor,
and Battery Charger.
SATURDAY'S SPECIALS S1.60
43c
25cS2.65

Lynn Grove's Best Flour
Maxwell House Coffee, lb.
Anti-Freeze, in tin, quart /
Shellzone, best quality, gallon
New Cabbage, pound

4c

McCAGE'S GROCERY
CONCORD HIGHWAY AT NEW HOPE

FOR SALE-New Mercury 6 .H. P.
outboard rhotor-Kirk A. Pool &
N24c
Co. Phone 60.
EVERGREENS. Flowering ShrubOrnamental
bery. Shade and
Trees. Add beauty and value to
your home. Plant n4av - Shupe
N14c
Nurseries, 'Sedalia. Ky.
FOR SALE-Large farm near Paducah. 2 houses. 3 barns; very ferIdeal
tile. . A-1 neighborhood.
stock. dairy $50 per acre Bargain
h
Address 1434 Broadway, Paduca
N211,
Ky.
standard desk.
FOR SALE- Royal,excelle
nt condi- :
model typewr.ter.
ton: reaarSna:ble- Ross Feed Co
N14,
-.1urray. Ky

SALE-Come soon or lose no'
Leaving state. Sewing machiro
• .gh chair, kitchen safe, corn
•
hickens, kerosene stove. talal•
-.oriel oven. dinette set, odds ard
encis-N'an' Housden's place. Kirk1;
! sey Highway.
r

OUR SPECIAL "STANDARD" 20 Per Cent Protein
LAYING MASH
.•
In Pretty Print Bags . . ...... $4.35 per 100 pounds
.
Contains all nete•s-,ary high quality ingredients for best egg production
Mash'
ard
Stand
ng
feedi
when
flocks
in
iency
in
or Vitam t•fic
.
No mineral
EXTRA: One bag in each ton contains a coupon good for a hand made
t
hit-kory egg basket. a $3.00 value. We knew you would need .the baske
. "
-anyway after feeding ROSS' STANDARD LAYING MASH
CUSTOM GRINDING and MIXING EVERY DAY

ROSS 'FEED COMPANY
Telephone 101
MURRAY, KY.,
110 N. 3rd St.
E
STOR
FEED
SS
AVRO
MORE
4 a' NEVER PAY

47

GROCERIES
23c and 28c
COCOANUTS
$2.15
SORGHUM, gallon
19c
RAISINS, 7 ounces
32c
oz..
11
DEL MONTE SUN DRIED PEACHES,
25c
DURKEE'S SHREDDED COCOANUT
15c
SPAGHETTI DINNER .
25c
BAKER3'CHOCOLATE
45c
MACKEREL, SALMON STYLE
29c
Brand
Rock
e
MACKEREL, 3-fac
70c
jar
b.
2-l
JAM,
PURE PEACH
55c
pint
S,
ERVE
PRES
RY
BLACKBER
10c
PERCY'S PUDDING MIX
'15c
MIS' JULIE'S PIE CRUST
23c
DROMEDARY GINGER BREAD MIX

Complete Your
Tool Box

- We Have Saws in
Stock, Now

You Need
Nuts and Bolts

Itave your tool box in
working order. We've
everything you need
from a hammer to a
plane. Highest quality
tools - yours for the
choosing. -

eFi_ne quality metal saws
with sturdy wood hapdies Se here for you
now. Have your pick of
medium, small or large
teeth.

No tool box is complete
without a supply of
nails, nuts and bolts.
We've every size for every purpose. Come in
for your. needs today.

COFFEE
25c
35c
48c
45c
48c
15c
15c

,JOHNSON NO. 1 PEABERRY COFFEE
FLEETWOOD COFFEE
FOLGER'S COFFEE in tin
OLD JUDGE COFFEE in paper
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE in glass
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS, pound
PINTO BEANS, pound

MEATS
Fresh Country Sausage, lb.
Pork Steak, lb.
Pork Chops, lb.
Pork Roast, lb.
Spare Ribs, lb.
Beef Steak, lb.

55c
52c
55c
44c
35c
53c

SHELL GAS, OIL and ANTI-FREEZE
FRESH EGGS and POULTRY
PAY '75c for Nice Country Hams

RICKMAN'S GROCERY
NORTH HIGHWAY

Ck7e1

'4
Vka

HARDWARE and HOUSEWARE FOR EVERY
NEED'

See us for ...

1

PLUMBING SUPPLIES
FISHING EQUIPMENT
and
FURNITURE

A. B. Beale & Son
Murray's Oldest Hardware and Furniture Store

EAST MAIN STREET

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PHONE 36
a

ismow.

••••••
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DRAPESRTO11R. E13SA
Announce the SALE OF THE YEAR!!

Starts Friday Morning, Nov. 15, at 8 O'clock
it
ts,
re
to
nd
eel
on
ries

Get
Our
Prices
On...

Prices Slashed
on all LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR
All Ladies'

'POCKETBOOKS
Reduced

20 per cent

Fall and Winter Dresses
Were
Were
Were
Were
Were
Were

• Ladies' Hats
• Ladies Skirts
• Ladies' Blouses
• Ladies' Handbags

$5.00
$6.20
$7.20
$8.30
$9.95
$12.95

Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale

• Ladies' Leather Coats
• Ladies' Sweaters
Were
Were
Were
Were
Were
Were

Scarce Merchandise Now In Our Store
• Dress Shirts (Mens, Boys)
• Men's Shorts
• Children's Stockings
• Cotton Bedspreads

• Sweaters (For the entire family)
• Rubber Footwear
• Men and Boys' Underwear
• Work ClothiAg

$3.49
$4.49
$5.49
$6.49
$7.49
$8.49

LADIES' COATS

• Ladies' Cotton Print Dresses
• Ladies' Rayon Underwear

• Towels
• Bath Cloths
• Piece Goods
• Leather Coats

Price
Price
Price
Price
Price
Price

$15.40
$19.95
$22.50 /
$27.7j
$34.50
$24.00

Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale

Price
Price
Price
Price
Price
Price

$10.95
$12.95
$13.95
$18.95
$22.95
$16.95

LADIES' SUITS

BUY OUR SHOES
Before Prices Advance

Were $10.95
Were $12.60
Were $15.40
Were $21.00
Were $18.75

We Have Them For The

Entire Family

. Sale Price $6.95
Sale Price $8.95
Sale Price $10.95
Sale Price $14.95
Sale Price $12.95

LADIES' JACKP'S
Were $5.75
Were $8.50

Sale Price $3.95
Sale Price $5.95

DRAPER & DARWIN STORES, Murray, Ky.

-COPY Nuni

c 11 1 5S
ri.4
• ••••

I
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REV. MULLINS IS RETURNED
TO MURRAY FIRST METHODLST

Kirksey Loses To I YEARLINGS TOP
Sedalia By 42-31 'LOUISVILLE `13'
The Kirksey Eagles lust to Sed at
dalia Wonday in a game playe
Blankenship
Kirksly by 42-31.
.
paced the Eagles with 11 points
at
Sedalia took a 24-11 lead
by
the halfway mark and paced
points,
J. Leech, center. with 10
final
the
In
ice
on
game
the
put
period.
Lineups:
Sedalia 42
Poi.
dirksey 31
McCuan, 2
Etlank -ship. 11 F
Watson, 7
Turner. 5
J. Leech. 10
C
McCallon, 1
Dobson. 7
G
Adams. 10
Y Cates, 6
G
Wilson, 2
BillSubs: Kirksey. Darnell 2,
Harris
ington and Cain. Sedalia.
6. awrence 3. and Clark 1

SQUAD BY 25-0

Murray
membership of
The
entire
Methodist Church and the
n of
actio
the
communityrejoice in
re- •
in
rence
Confe
the Memphis'
the
turning to the Pastorate of
Rev. I .
First Methodist Church the
----T. H. Mullins. Jr.
ns is
HENDERSON. Ky.. Nov. 12The return of Brother Mulli
n in
s away
Ramming across one touchdow
significant in that it break
ty
returning '5.
each quarter. the Junior Varsi
Icsaa the tradition of
up
of Murray State college racked
Methodist pastors for an average
of
the
a 25-0 win over the University
maximum of four years with
last
er
here
Broth
squad
tion.
"B"
excep
an
ville
as
Louis
fifth year
Day
the
ning
night before a cord Armistice
Mulls will be begin
Murin
s
labor
crowd.
sixth year of his
Ralph McClain. fullback from
ray. The record of his pastorifte
the
in
Mayfield, punched across for
in the five years he has been
five yards
any.
ng
by
movi
led
excel
tally,
ng
not
openi
is
y
Murra
.
right through 'rie middle. Jere.
minister in the entire conference
ATTEND FUNERAL HERE
a
McClure scored the second on
Amon' the many achievements
the second quarduring the past five _years. the fol.Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Perdue and similar plunge in
e ter to end a march of more than
,lowing are particularly notable:
daughters.' Misses Edna Jeann
of 60 Yards
all
,
Wear
Tom
;
Marie
480 members have been added to
and Roseend,
,
Cooper, Paducah
Ralph
the congregation: the church has
Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. Pat Wear
r
fy
after receivrope
p
ice
ional
ient
addit
acquired
Earlington. Ky : Mr. and Mrs. scored the third tally,
raised practically suffic
pass from Jim
--Which is being used as an annex the purchase or construction of a Robert Kletka, South Bend. Ind_ ing a 30-yard
ah.
fur Sunday SchCicil rooms and the modern parsonage: Wesley Foun- were called to Murray last week Humphries .also from Paduc
go
grounds of which are to by im- dation has been organized and a by the sudden death of Mrs. Boyd Bill Bronson, 180-pound Chica
wingback, ran 25 yards on a reproved with a modern educational student center is in the making Wea:.
funeral verse for the closing tally.
plant as soon as building condi- at Murray State College.
attending the
Others
of town were: Mrs.
The play of Denny Wales quartions permit; funds have been
out
unh
from
churc
rites
theof
ce
servi
The
daughter, terback from Portsmouth, Ohio,
and
nd
Holla
s
Glady
ns
der the leadership of Bro. Mulli
Hooks. Hopkinsville
Slreuli. Memphis; Mr. and , Ployd
WEI
at- Mrs. Wm.
; ouard. stood out for the Yearlings.
Tenn.
.
Dixon
in this field of endeavor has
n.
NEIGHBOR'S
Hutto
Ed
Mrs.
and
1.0*
of the
Undefeated in four games to
101.14t
tracted sufficient interest
Halton Hood and two daughters.
RUNNING
0000
close their
510,0
that
rence
*AS
entire confe
Detroit. Mich.: Mew-W. E. King. date. the Yearlings
001.1.AR
1111.1.
set aside from the Con- Memphis:- E Wilder Wear. Wick- season against UT. Junior colbeen
has
C•s".N.UGH
HIM
night. •
conFOR
ference Funds to apply on the
liffe. Ky.; Earl Gardner Hinkle, lege, in Martin Thursday
IHE
cenMrs Nina McPUG
LaCenter. Ky
struction of a modern student
ter near the campus. A lot for arm and Miss Mavis Miller, Paris, ARTS AND CRAFTS
\\,
this purpose has already been Tenn.
CLUB MEETS
L
purchased and construction will be
ials
mater
as
The Arts and Crafts Club met
under way as soon
at the home of Mrs. B. B. Keys
; are available.
the
ial
Wednesday at 2:30. During
I In addition to these mater
very glad to see so business session Mrs E. J. Beale
were
We
ess
progr
and
h
evidences of growt
people out Tuesday night to was elected vice-president for the
in his church the Rev T H. Mul- many
donkey ball game, which coming year. Plans were made for
our
Fiore •.p.-,s.,you
:.rs has inspired his membership
texciting.
very
an exchange of gifts at the Chris
hod,, t counted on
Kentuckians with Mr and mas meeting.
The
hose prevent
team
Mrs J C. Williams comedian
A delicious.party plate was servl Satwad you horn During
will be at Almo High Schoo
ed to 22 members and the follo
7 30.
s.
,n your full w.e
urday night. November 16 at
ing guests. Mrs. B G. Humphrey
hour va,
feq's topply of coo'
with a -one and one half
Mrs Neva Waters. Mrs_ R. T. Wells
ored
riety concert program. spons
For roar cold
Mrs. Jack Beale. Jr.. Dr. Floy Robadby the Altno Community Club.
bins. Miss Cora Graves sand Miss
comfort V
weather
and 30c. We invite Ilee Keys. and Miss Lula Clayton
15c
on
missi
gel reedy cosh home
am.
everyone to attend the progr
Beale
forodly Iron
Our
y will
• • •
famil
whole
the
fun
of
full
ofRce
enjoy.
EUZELIAN CLASS MEETS. j
WITH MRS KENNEDY
ion and
AT YOUR DIALERS
The Euzelian class of the First
i to greater spiritual devot
y
happ
a
into
e
Baptist Church met Monday evenhas led his peopl
•
their ing at the home of Mrs. Jack Kenand harmonious loyalty to
lf nedy with group one as bugle/fists_
church. He has endeared himse
and
The meeting opened with prayer
to the ctrns of this town
his
and
er
mann
Mrs R. W. Churchill. The deby
ndly
f
xext Door to Peoples anis
his
by
Mrs. Rob546 Main st M•rra,
genial spirit of service to man- votion was conducted by
Phane 11110
business seskind, he has found a place in the ert S Jones. and the
sion by Mrs. Joe Parker. president
hearts of all who know him
Plans were made for the usual
Christmas ,leer work of the class

J ay Vees Collect
Fourth Win In
Henderson Fray

•

'Alm° High School

Country Club
GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE

ORANGE JUICE

CAN

Apples, fancy
Delicious, lb. 15:
Grapefruit, Texas
lec
Pink, each
pound
PURE LARD. bring your bucket,
HAMBURGER, all meat, pound
COUNTRY HAM, Sliced, pound
t graded, pound
BEEF, CHUCK ROAST, Governmen
MUTTON
PLENTY OF PORK, VEAL and
No: 2_can
PEACH and PRUNE NECTAR,
P, can
CAMPBELL'S VEGETABLE TU
box
d
SUNSHINE CRACKERS, poun
TOMATO CATSUP, Libby's 14 oz.

20c

LAUNDRY SOAP, Big Jim, bar
Cranberry Sauce, can
, ',
..-Black Eye Peas,
No. 2 can

15c

. 45c

15c
25c
25c

S*IllS
'CLEANSER

31c
20c
24c c eoci

S can
MASHES 1.5 IT (ALMS Pumpkin, No. 21
Sweet Potatoes,140- 21,4
1 for 13t
27c
can in syrup
2 for 25c

PUREX, half gallon

45c
40c
$1.00

TIADVAARES

15c

29c; quart

25c
SOAP POWDER, Bulk or Box
59c
5-lb. jar S2.25; pint jar
HONEY, Pure
Quarts
PLENTY OF SALAD DRESSING in Pints and
PAYING 45c dozen Cash for EGGS
keys
Place your order NOW for Thanksgiving Tur

'ECONOMY SELF SERVICE
STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN
Telephone 130
Rudolph Thurman, Owner
_

•
•
•

Chuck Cuts

No Limit

47c

Pound

32c

Pound

FRESH GROUND

HAMBURGER

POUND

35` VEAL CHOPSCHOPS

POUND

SLICED or PIECE

FANCY SHORT RIB

BOILING BEEF

-

Beal ROLL

CHUCK CUTS

BEEF ROAST

FRESH SELECTS

FORK CHOPS

Pound

CUTS

I

COUNTRY CLUB

FLOUR
S1.71

COUNTRY CLUB

COUNTRY CLUB

FLOUR

FLOUR

Pkg.

PRUNES

27c

13'

TALL CAN

MILK

I

VAN

lb. 13-oz. jar
33c

CAPCCHILION CARNE
2
15c
14' PEAS
12' 'GRAPEFRUIT SECTIONSNo
ROGERS

NO.

1 -POUND BAG

38c

5-Pound Bag

COUNTRY CLUB

.
ROLLED OATS 48"
igc
'
P undi
riAPORATED PEACHE§
MEDIUM SIZE -BULK

71c

10-Pound Bag

or Regular

k
COUNTRY CLUB-Qu'c

65'

POUND

39c FRESH SHRIMP

POUND

PORK ROAST

24-Pound Bag

85c

PINT

52( OYSTERS

POUND

49c.

POUND

39c

POUND

39c

POUND

29c LARGE BOLOGNA

POUND

CAN

7-oz Pkg.

cinc
2
2

CHEERIOS

No. 2 can

CCUNTRY CLIMB

CTIONS 27c
GREAT NORTHERN BEANSPoilidc GRAPEFRUIT SE
NEW CROP FLORIDA

ORANGES
8-Pound Bag

GRAPEFRUIT
POTATOES
$2.29
49 BAG
49c 10-Pound Bag
15-POUND PECK

BIRDSEYE
FROSTED FOODS
-oz.
PINEAPPLE, Crushed, 16

pkg.

n
FRUIT SALAD, 16-oz. pkg.
CHOP SUEY, 16-oz. pkg.

GUMBO, 16-oz.
SHRIMP and OKRA

•

FANCY BOX
39c

APPLES

49c

FINE QUALITY

38c
30c
39c

12-oz. pkg.
GREEN LIMA BEANS,
STRAWBERRIES, 16-oz. pkg.

65c

pkg.

39c

POTATOES

'29c

PEACHES, 16-oz. pkg.
SPINACH, 14-oz. pkg.

veger=pm..1...:vvv•vv.a.ovv

COBBLERS, WELL
MATURED

TEXAS SEEDLESS

59c

25`

U. S. No. I Emporers
r)
POUNDS
JJ

2

GRAPES
Yams

^ Pounds

Red Delicious

Washed and Waxed

SWEET POTATOES
2
RY
LE
CE

203

39c

•

o

• 5.

LARD

PORK SAUSAGE
Pound
39c

Imp

VEAL ROAST

BULK

I

A

29c TOMO SOUP

NO. 21 2 CAN

BULK

SHOULDER

Ti
w1
aa
Pr

No. I can

GINGHAM GIRL BRAND

PHONES-25

v

15c
13c
11c

NO. 2 CAN

30c SPINACH

PEACHES

55c
Mixed Nuts. lb
Diamond Brand English
S.Sc
Walnuts. lb
45c
Smaller size. lb
•
55c
Paper Shell Pecans. lb.
6.
lb
ts.
Black Walnu
Ness Shelled Pecans.
$1.30
halves. pound
75,
Half pound
$1.65
ge
Cabba
r
Fanw
50
54 lbs. large Cobbler Potatoes $1.50
111-1b. bag Onions.
Sc
Sweet Potatoes, bakers. lb
7c
Larger. lb.
25c
lb.
s.
Raisin
ess
Seedl
10c
Apples. large Black Twig. lb.
s
Yellow and Red Delicious Apple
22c
Apple Sauce. 2 1-2 can
25c
Can Pumpkin. le 1-2 size
2 I -2c
Field Pumpkin. lb.
411c
.•
Cranberries. lb.
30c
Cranberry Sauce. can
Large Celery and Lettuce
40c
1.arge Ha. Oranges. dozen
10e
Pink Grapefhiit
.
Flour
Rose
Red
lbs.
25
111.45
guaranteed
15 lbs Flour In good
$1.541
towel bag
. 65c
10 lbs. Good Flour
$1.50
25 lbs. Self Rising Flour
RIM
15 lbs. in towel bag
33c
5 lbs. White Lily Flour
25 lbs. Tasty Biscuit Flour,
$1.65
in fancy print bag
Plenty of different brahrls Flour.
Sc,ansdow n Cake Flow
Borden's Silver Cow Milk Has
valuable coupon on everN can.
Save and get valuable prem. IS.
iiiims Free, tall can
It's Borden's and HAS to be
good.
Oc
Mackerel. tall can, no limit
shredded Cocoanut. white.
.. Bee
carton
tops W•shing Powder Printed
guarantee in each box
12 1-24
ountrs Soap. lb. ......
. 16e
large bars Laundry Soap
Other Laundry Soap 10c and 15c
$1.35
Large Brooms
PS.'
Some Brooms
$1.3.5
II ilf bushel Steal

•

NO. 2 CAN

PACKERS LABEL

y Syrup
COUNTRY CLUB-In Heav
NO. 21 2 CAN

10 lbs Meal
$1.75
11 gal. Fruit (ocktail
MEATS
. 40e
iPure Ground Beef, lb.
33c
I Stew Meat. lb
64c
Round Steak, lb.
Cheddar Cheese.
I Select Oysters.
Boiled Ham. ,ICheese Spread with Pickles.
All kinds Pork.
I White Salt Meat.
I WANT Country Lard. Side Meat
and Hams
'
WANT Hill Onions - Smell '
and Medium Size

•

VALUE BRAND

17c GREEN BEANS

NAVY BEANS

APRICOTS

15'

89' CORN

-Pound Bag

Pound

Swarm's Grocery

Grapes, Tokay,
19c
pound

12-oz. can
Pack
COUNTRY CLUB-Vac.
ole
-Wh
NEL
KER
GOLDEN

3

s TtiFEITE
a

MONARCH !
kw:SWEET CORN

eOUND

double your savings

buy two
411111111111111=1.

7tedoRec.4 *44moss

Florida Oranges,
2c
1
7/
pound

23c

LARGE
LOAVES

30c

46-OUNCE

•

15c

2

Florida Sparkle
GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE

itonAng

24

45c

46-OUNCE
CAN

f

OUR SWEET AND TENDER
CHOPS, COOKED RIGWT,
TO PLEASE
ARE
. YOUR APPETITE

richer,
Kroger
golden crust, the finer texture of
freshbread ... as always, the tops in
price.
in
ness, low

the
Notice the pure-white color,

aAleor-trited%
FLAVOR
.. etrov

Lettuce, crisp
heads

33

46-OUNCE
CAN

7

*oder
Atrod./

NOW!Raillif KROGER BREAD
MADE WITH PURE-WHITE FLOUR

Pound

10c

MICHIGAN JUMBO

STALKS

15c

k

•

^
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•
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"A letter from home" to those here and far
away — from friends in Calloway County — A
place of good neighbors and progressive citizens

-$7

E

Jackie Miller, 135 pound Tiger
halfback,
uncorked
a surprise
passing attack against the visiting
Hopkinsville W.K.C. title seekers
Friday night to pace a 28-6 victory
for the Holland coached eleven.
Miller tossed touchdown heaves
of 13, 42 and 19 yards to Billy Furgerson to add a new threat to the
already
loaded
Tiger offense.
Hefty Fullback Lee Ross Melugin,
grew weary of the air show in the
closing minutes of the third quarter and
crashed
over his left
tackle for 24 yards to show the
"shifty" backs how it was done.
Hoptown Scores First
•

YOUR VALUED ORIGINALS
•

Quickly, Accurst*,Al Low CoeN
Lim oar service to quickly phot000wy yoiag Lin
Lent. Chwrie, Mae Prints. Pk-tawny Clip
Contrarte, Report& Itnourde
.
nlet,rPt
THING up to
TY Us nee!
we win mere you typing and etnektng UNDO
with thaw peril:km:lent, error-proof, legallyaweapted photoeoptee of anything written,
printed. typed drawn
phot,wrapheil .
av en If ..ra
ski.•
wad,in 14.,
,
1 10111
Coutl &lane,
,ur
..f
al.owY Peirer.
Can,
or l'!..•••••,P• •ervo-e N t• for weed owd
negate at Low rut:

• Kodak Finishing
• Advertising
Photography
• Portraits

•
DONELL STUDIO
203 SOUTH SIXTH STREET
Phone 387

r

r,6.:.:44,.....,.....:,.
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•

Miller's Passing for Murray High
Beats Hoptown 28-6 in WKC Tilt
Furgerson's Toe,
Melugin's Run
Help

Hopkinsville, running from a
r his kick through the uprights
double wine formation, scored first Melugin Breaks Loose
in the second quarter. The visit:
Melugin's 24 yard touchdown
ors took over on their own 16 sprint came late in the same quarafter Miller's fourth down pass ter after
Furgerson and
Miller
was knocked down. Bailey Gore had made it first on the Hopkinsand Sol Fritz opened up with a ville 24. Melugin broke through a
march that made it a first down hole in the left side of the line
on the Tigers' 10.
Hopkinsville and outstpeped Gore and Clark to
made six first downs in the drive. the end zone. Ftirgerson's
conFritz went to the five on a plunge version was a mere
formality.
and Gore lost 3 yards when he
Neither team threatened serioustried for the marker at left end.
Fritz went over the center of the ly in the final stanza.
The Tigers ,after giving up an
line for the touchdown. Billy Rudolph charged through to block early lead, completely outplayed
the visitors who had crowded Male
the attempted conversion.
High, Louisville, into a hollow one
Miller Opens Up
Behind for the first time in the. touchdown victory earlier. Playseason, the Tigers started goal- ing without the services of Tip
ward on Purgersort's 30-yard kick- Miller, lost this week to cupid, the
off return. Miller, Furgerson and Tigers displayed the same drivSlaughter made it a first down on ing, balanced power that had
the Hoptown 13. Three plays fail- humbled Mayfield and Bowling
ed to gain and then Jackie Miller Green.
faded back for the preview of New Car
Coach Ty Holland was presented
bad news in% store for Hopkinsville. His pass connected with with a new•ssecian immefliately
Furgerson on the goal line 13 after the game by Tiger 'backers
yards away and Furgerson's kick - in appreciation of his efforts at
Murray High, as a brilliant Louisput the Tigers in the lead 7-6.
Hoptown,trfed the air game but ville journalist had predicted. The
Pete Purdom intercepted Gore's Hoptown victory placed the, Tigers
pass on the Murray 45 and got to secukely at the top of the conferUnless the
the Hoptown 42 before being ence scramble and
Tigers apull
another
"Sturgis"
tackled by Pat Martin.
Miller's
this
week.
pass found Furgerson steaming against Russellville
goalward on the eight yard stirpe. Murray will write into the records
Furgerson kicked the extra point one of the greatest ball teams to
play for the Gold and Black.
to put the Tigers ahead 14-6.
In the third
quarter, Murray
started another drive with Fur- DAVID HOLTON MeCONNELL
gerson's
25 yard
return bf a GETS POST AT DAVIDSON
Hoptown punt. The Tiger attack
-I •
moved tothe visitors' 19 before
David
Holton
McConnell.
a
Miller faded back for his final sophomore at
Davidson' College,
touchdown pass to Furgerson. The has recently beep hondred by beHoptown secondary, growing sad- ing put on the editorial staff of
der and wiser, trailed Furgerson to the college yearbook. "Quips and
the one yard line and took turns Cranks" and also being put on the
at batting the ball before it final- art staff of the college magazine,
ly settled into the arms of Fur- "Scripts and Pranks".
He has
gerson for a touchdown.
With tried out arid been made a memmonotonous precision; Furgerson ber of the "Messiah Chorus."
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MRS. T. 0. TURNER VISITE
BY BROTHER ON BIRTHDAY

Industrial Arts
Mr. John C. Ladd of San Diego, Department Head

Calif., is visiting his, sister, Mrs.
T. 0. Turner of Murray to help
celebrate her 74th birthday.
Ladd joined the U.S. Navy in
1908 and served 30 years. He was
retired but rejoined when World
War II started and served another
three and one-half years. He has
been a' steward for 25 years and
was a cook for nearly 10 years.
He served aboard the Mayfair
during the Wilson administration
and aboard the Arizona and other
ships from time to time.
Ladd enlisted three years before he was of proper age and
on rejoining he had trouble with
conflicting age records. He had
also become partially deaf but by
using hearing aids he was accepted.
He says he probably will not
enlist in the next war.
Ladd will visit a brother and
his family in Akron, Ohio, and
Prof. H. I.. Oakley
other relatives in northwestern 11Pictured above is Prof. H. L.
linois before returning to • his
Oakley, head of the industrial arts
home.
department at Murray State College.

Bishop Watkins
Preaches Monday
At Paris Church
Rev. Robt. A. Clark, district
superintendent of the Paris District of the Methodist Church, announces the Annual Set-Up meeting of the Paris district for next
Monday, November
18. at 10
o'clock in the
First
Methodist
Church at Paris, Tenn.
Bishop Wrn. T.„ Watkins will
preach at the morning hour. This
is the sixth and last year that
Rev. Clark will be connected with
the District and this is a rally
meeting to begin what he hopes
bs.sieus- greatest- year-.
._
history of the district and he is
very anxious to have the largest
crowd to i•Ver attend any meeting in the District.
Every
steward
and
Sunday
School superintendent
of
the
churches of the district are asked to attend. The officers of the
Woman's Society of Christian Service of the different societies of
the District, all District stewards,
all charge lay leaders and the pastors and their wives of the District are expected to attend.
The District stewards will plan
the work of the year for the
charges of the District at this
meeting
Rev. Clark says he is expecting
500 people to' attend this meeting.
The ladies of the First Methodist
Church will serve lunch at the
noon hour. •

Rev. C. A. Riggs has been returned by the conference to the
Murray
circuit for
the third
straight year.
"I am very happy to be back
with these good people." he said.
"and look forward to an even
better year than we have had before."
- —
Want Ads cover aria oiscover
multitude of needs.
ONE

DAY ONLY

Saturday, Nov. 16

*-48 STARS

.1"

For most car owners this will be the hardest v.inter yet for
their aging automobiles. It is only good sense to get all the
protection possible to keep your car operating safely through
cold weather. Protective services are essential for all cars —
old or new. Don't let OLD MAN WINTER GET THE BEST
OF ,YOU—instead, GET THE BEST CAR CARE.. . GET
D-X WINTER CHANGE-OVER SERVICE. . . NOW!
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THESE PRODUCTS CAN BE OBTAINED FROM

•

Harry Cole
• Distributor

Red and White Service Station
Phone 9103
601 South Fourth Street

STAGE
DOORN

MI

MN=
sin
MEW U'S

WINTER CHANGE-OVER SERVICE

. . AND FOR BETTER PERFORMANCE ALL WINTER USE
V —THE EASY-STARTING, LUBRICATING MOTOR FUEL.
FREE-FLOWING, TOP-FLITE MOTOR OIL.

The Thoroughbreds of Murray
lound themselves
State College
back in the strange environs of the
win column this week due to an
unexpected 19-0 victory over the
Thundering Herd of Marshall.

MINN LAMM
BM MI iii
RPM LAT

3

second frame but t'.'. ice Marshall, I Chapman's pass. The same coin.
bination, Walker to Saunders, was
good for 17 yaras and another
touchdown. Fink's kick for tile
conversion was good.
Although neither team unveiled
anything to cause sleepless nights
for Notre Dame, the Bred line
furnished the homecomers with
the best display of sharp line-play
witnessed in Cutchin Stadium this
fall. Two good ends, Saunders
and Wyatt, gave Murray a decided advantage at the flanks.
Wyatt, a 210 pounder, made the
Bred passing attack look good and
played a savage defensive game.
Wid
Ellison,
Corbin
veteran,
rounded out a good group of Bred
ends. Although spots in the Murray line
recalled
Eastern and
Evansville, Powell Puckett, John
Hackney and a few other Race.
horse linemen all t ut wrecked a
Herd line anchored to 330 pound
Jim Plybon.
Jack Chapman was the Marshall
big gun but Murray kept him bottled throughout most of the game.
Murray made 12 first downs to
11 for Marshall.

sparked by Chapman's passing and
the running of Marvin Wetzel,
moved deep into Bred territory.
Chasey Wilson intercepted McClure's pass on the Herd 32 and
In a game that found the Herd raced up the sideline to score but
lacking in thunder and the Breds the officials called the play out of
lacking in power, the homecom- bounds on the Marshall 40.
ing Racers took to the air three
Bob Haman returned Murray's
times to score. Two juniors from kickoff 66 yards as the second half
Dyersburg, Tenn., set the stage for opened and put the Herd in busithe initial touchdown in the first ness on the Bred 24 but Neal Hoquarter as Bill McClure threw a bart, Henderson, Ky., flash, pouncpass to Jack Wyatt which put the ed on Wilson's fumble to stop the
Racers on the Herd 25. Two threat.
plunges by Hal Manson made it a
Walker started the next touchfirst down on the visitors' 13 and
down march with a 61 yard jaunt
dependable Tontrhy Walker moved
to the Marshall 42. Despite two
the ball to the Marshall two. A
fumbles and a 15 yard penalty for
buck by Manson fell short on the
holding, the Racers got to the
two-foot line and Walker climbed
Herd 2'74s At this point Walker
a pile of linemen at right tackle to
passed to Billy Joe Saunders in
score. On Fink's try for the point
the end zone for the Breds' second
the pass from center was bobbled touchdown. Fink's
kick was no
and the kick no good.
good.
Jack Chapman's 61 yard quick
Murray's final touchdown came
kick put the breds in a hole and by the same combination in the
prevented another threat in the closing minutes of the game. This
first period.
time. Murray got into scoring poNeither team scored during the sition on Manson's interception of

Nothing Can Be Compared To...
the sympathetic, understanding service oi -a friendly funeral
director.
To be relieved of trying details when 'you have a sorrowburdened heart will mean much to you.
Leave these details to me.
MAX CHURCHILL
As a member of the ASSOCIATED FUNERAL DIRECTORS
--SKRVICE we can serve the entire nation as One—iit Community:
Tender Care and Personal Attention in Every Case.
LADY ASSISTANT
MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME

MEMBER

or
Phone 98

Ambulance

!V.&

CUNBRAt
01 cytuis

Service

Fifth and Elm
Murray, Ky.
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wo Big Auction • Sales
Saturday Morning at 10:00 A.M. and At 1:30 P.M. Saturday, November 16, 1946, at Paris, Tennessee.
AT OUR WAREHOUSE... OLD CROSSWY TOBACCO BARN
Barbecue will be served at 12:00 Noon

a

We have leased our warehouse to be opened for a Tobacco Market for the bene
fit of the farmers of Henry,-Weakley, and surrounding counties.
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ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS ($100.00) In Cash, Gold Seal Rugs, and
Nylon Hose Will Be Given Away Absolutely Free.
a.aaamila

ALL GOODS WILL BE MARKED AT RETAIL PRICE. BUY THEM AT
YOUR OWN PRICE. This is the sale you have been waiting for. Come, rain or
shine and get your money's worth of bargains in furniture, stoves, and floor coverings. FREE PARKING SPACE.' Col. Frank Nance and Max Nance, Auctioneers.
TO THE FIRST 25 LADIES A BEAUTIFUL PRESENT WILL BE GIVEN
FREE.

REMEMBER BARBECUE WILL BE SERVED AT 12:00 NOON
Benefit
American
Legion
Murray Post
No, 73

Terms will be made known on day of sale.

Baxter Clark Furniture Company

HIGH SCHOOL
AUDITORIUM

"Where Your Money Buys the Most and Best"

1:00 P.M. Continuous to
10:30 P.M.
CHILDREN 20c; ADULTS 55e

PARIS, TENNESSEE

•
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"The Friendly Funeral Home"

MII,

LESSER

Drain and refill Crankcase with winter weight New D-X Motor Oil
•Change Transmission & Differential Lubricants • Protect chassis and
body with D-X Guaranteed Lubrication • Flush Cooling System and add
Anti-Freeze • Check Battery and Tires • Repack Front Wheel Bearings
• Clean and Adjust Spark Plugs • Wash, Wax or Polish Car • Service
Oil Filter, Air Cleaner •Inspect Lights & Windshield Wiper •

Murray Aerial Attack Defeats
Marshall 19-0 For Homecomers

We will offer for sale ten thousand ($10,000) stock of NEW and USED FURNITURE, including living room suites, studio couches, bed room suites, odd dressers,
chests of drawers, dining room suites, breakfast room suites, rugs, rockers, odd tables,
range stoves, oil stoves, heaters, circulators, kitchen cabinets, electric heaters, floor
lamps, iron beds, bed springs and mattresses, chifferobes, in fact everything for the
home.

MID-CONTINENT PETROLEUM CORPORATION

9'

This new department, introduced on the Murray campus this fall
for the first time is 'expected to
become one of the most important
parts of the curriculum. The department offers a major and a
minor in the field and includes
training for
general education
courses.
The ,courses offered in the department include: Drafting - mechanical drawin g, engineering
drawing, descriptive geometr y,
house planning and design, architectural drawing; Woodwork_general woodwork, furniture construction, wood turning, machine woodwork, finishing furniture designing: metal working phase—general metal work, art metal work
sheet metal work, machine shop
welding—acetylene electric; gei
eral shop—crafts, art fibre weak
ing, electricity, radio, plastic,
leather crafts and wood carving
Prof. Oakley is a native of Trig •
County and
attended
Wester .
State Teachers College, Bowli
Green, the University of Kee•
tucky, and the University of Missouri. He was formerly city superintendent of industrial arts in
Lexington, and served with the
Navy as lieutenant during the
war.

REV. C. A. RIGGS RETURNS
TO MURRAY CIRCUIT
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DIRECTORY AND BUSINE” DIGEST
Dr. J. M. ConverseAN
Graduate
Veterinarian
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OFFICE —
East Main St., Phone 560-.1
— RESIDENCE —

THIS DIRECTORY is published for your information
through the courtesy of the
firms whose advertisements
appear on this page.

We'd Like To Be
YOUR GROCERMAN

Groceries
Fresh Fruits
Vegetables
Meats
Hatchett's Grocery

THEY WILL APPRECIATE
YOUR PATRONAGE

Ex-Service Men's
News

1214 West Main
Phone 375

203 N. 16th St., Phone 560-R

V

ii

Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice Co.

Murray Fashion
Shoppe
Ladies
Ready to Wear

BOONE'S

Telephone 64
Voff Deliver

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

Save 10 to 20%

I

518 Wag Main Street
•

On Cash and Carry on both
both Laundry and Cleaning

PLUMBING

SUPERIOR

SUPPLIES
•
BUILDING & FARM
HARDWARE
•

1

- LAUNDRY and
CLEANERS
•
Phone 44

A. B. Beale & Son
Eat. 1897

Phone 307-W
•

THE NEW WAY
TO CLEAN
HOUSE

WE DELIVER

Murray, Ky.

RECAPPING and
VULCANIZING

By Claude S. Sprowls
Department Service Officer
American Legion of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky

Hughes Paint and
Wallpaper Co.

ONE DAY SERVICE
Tube Repair large Injuries
• Grade 1 Tires 4
• Used Tires
• First Line Tubes

South Side
Square •
Call 383

HALE SERVICE
STATION
East Highway

VETERANS.ILEMLNDED OF USE
FOR TERMINAL LEAVE BONDS
Veterans in Ohio. Michigan and
Kentucky have already forwarded
more than 20,000 terminal leave
bonds to the Veterans Administration Columbus '0) Branch Office, for advance payment of government insurance premiums, it
was announced this
week
by
Branch Six insurance officials.
Veterans cannot use their bonds
for insurance with the intent of
converting these bonds into cash
prior to the maturity date of the
security.
If the amount of the
bond, plus its interest, exceeds the
cost of the insurance payment, VA
cannot reimburse cash to the veteran, but can accredit the -balance
to future insurance commitments.
Otherwise, the U.S. Treasury will
forward a check to the veteran
for the balance due, but the check
will not be sent Lund the bond
matures.

EUREKA
COMPL Eli

DR. H. B. BAILEY, Jr.
Optometrist
— at —
H. B. BAILEY JEWELRY STORE

4,

TRAVEL TO DETROIT
BY

BROOKS BUS LINE
ONLY SEATING CAPACITY SOLD
Make Reservations Early At
WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES
Murray, Ky.

• .••••

...411m.

..•=1.

mi.

Phone 456

.11M1.4

•

VETS MUST RETURN
OVER-PAY FROM VA
subsistence
allowances
Any
which veterans may receive from
the Veterans Administration, covering periods after they have discontinued their education or job
training, must be returned to the
VA, it was emphasized this week
by officials of the Ohio-MichiganKentucky Branch Office at Columbus (0..)
Veterans are cautioned to notify
the VA immediately upon.leaving
school or discontinuing job training in order that payments of
subsistence allowances may be
Otherwise, ov er pa ystopped.
ment eventually will be discovered by VA and will have to be refunded by the veteran. Return of
overpayments should be made to
which
the VA Regional Office
mailed the checks.
Veterans who continue to receive subsistence checks in excess of the amount limited by the
training
$175--200 GI job
new
amendment must also return all
overpayments to the government.
Disabled veterans who are training under the Vocational Rehabilitation Act (Public Law 16) are
not affected by this amendment.

HOME CLEANING
SYSTEM
it dusts, swoops, brushes, contross moths, paints, and waxes
Ono kitchen floor 1
It's the new,easy.quick and simple
way to keep your whole boom
shining from attic to cellar. A complete Home Cleaning System. all
wrapped up in one package. It's
wonderful!it's two kinds of cleaners and a complete set of de lute
cleaning tools to do 101 jobs up.
stairs, downstairs, all through the
house!

LOAN APPRAISALS
OF VETS CHECKED
The Veterans Administration is
placing greater emphasis on the
WAXES TO01
supervision of appraisals in an effort to curb the inflationary efYea, it's • full-size, power-driven
waxer, ton, to put • pmfeasional
fects of guaranteed GI loans upon
shine on hardwood and linoleum
the real estate market, it was refloors. See it today and find out
ported this week by George C.
for yourself what
Sturgeon, head of the Loan Guarwonderful new Available
antee Service of the' VA's Ohiofreed"' means Immediately Michigan-Kentucky Branch Office.
for you. it
Although acknowledging that it
cannot and was not intended to
prevent rising realty prices, Mr.
Sturgeon said the VA's loan serThe HEST is Always CHEAPEST
vice policy is to attempt to act as
505 MAIN ST.
PHONE 349 a brake on prices of property
purchased with Cl loans for the proArdath Canon
tection of veterans, most of whom
EUREKA, FARNSWORTH,
are inexperienced in the real esNORGE, MOTOROLA
1.•,..•..........................,..........
•HEADQUARTERS FOR
Standard Parts for All Carat

ELECTRIC SERVICE
COMPANY

DRAPER & DARWIN STORES

Murray Auto Parts

°

W. F. Miller

B. L. Ray

Telephone 16
•.•

MAKE IT YOUR CUSTOM TO VISIT OUR STORE
WHEN IN TOWN
EAST MAIN STREET

"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"
p.

The Ledger & Times
"Kentucky's Leading Weekly Newspaper"
•

SEED
COMPANY
—Buyers and Sellers—
ALL KINDS OF
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
•
We Are Headquarters
for Seed Cleaning
•
NEW LOCATION
Aerosol; Street From Murray
Stockyards
Telephone 665

ICE CREAM
is the
BEST DESSERT
•
Take Home a
Package of
Delicious

DEL-ROSE
Ice Cream
•

•
Del-Rose Ice Cream,
Company

Benton Road
•

SANDWICHES
•

-ALWAYS A GOOD CUP
OF COFFEE•

Prescriptions A
Specialty

HAMBURGERS A
SPECIALTY

-

REAL ESTATE

rCOME IN AND LET ME
TEST YOUR
WATCH,FREE!

Good Bargains in the City
and in the Country
— SEE --

ROY HURT
•

TAXI
SERVICE
• Experienced Drivers
• Safe Cars
All watches repaired here
'are tested on the

Watch

Mosta
•••

It tells us Immediately
what Is
.wrong when you
bring your watch in. It
proves to you that it's right,
when you take it out.,

Furches Jewelry
Store

1

WW1, FC4DIED

• Prompt Service
I

Courteous Treatment
AS NEAR AS YOUR
TELEPHONE

ATTENTION
Dodge Plymouth
Owners
LET US HAVE YOUR REPAIR
WORRIES
•
Don't Forget Your ANTI-FREEZE
•

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY

The Old Reliable
4i

138
TAXI

Wallis Drug;
WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT
— OR IT CANT BE HAD

Valley Land Agency
Phone 395-W

•

-•

Winter or Summer

BLUE BIRD GRILL

TERMINIX

pARKER

—4

Pi-IONE 7--MURRAY, KY

A.Advertised MIS. Posse

Telephone 331
Gatlin Building
Murray,W Kentucky

tucky. During the war, he was in
General MacArthur's Australian
headquarters for 22 months, and on
Leyte and Luzon for 10 months. .

EISENSCHER - Special Red Agent
In J.Jmon

Authorized Representative of
Ohio Valley Terminix Corp.

Casualty

University,

on the staff of the The -Kentucky
Kernel at the University of Ken-

WILSON ACCEPTS
PARIS POSITION

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Phone 262

FRAZEE, MELUGIN & HOLTON
INSURANCE AGENTS

western, Northwestern

this summer, Wilson has-also been

"How We Can Improve Patient
Care" will be the topic for discussion. Approximately 25 nurses
Vanilla
and VA officials will participate
Chocolate
will
session,
which
the
two-day
in
Orange
be attended by Directors of VA
George T. Wilson, former Murray
Pineapple
Nurses and VA Nursing Education (Reprint of Editorial in Milwaukee
student and staff member of the
Strawberry
from the administration's Central
Sentinel__October 16, 1946)
College
News
from
Smithland,
has
Office in Washington.
Black Walnut
accepted the position of news ediBanana
tor of the Paris, Tenn., Post-IntelliQUESTIONS and ANSWERS
gencer.
Q. Is a veteran eligible for readjustment allowance benefit if
He succeeds Austin Adkinson,
he settles in Hawaii or Canada?
Murray graduate, who resigned to
the United
A. Residence in
become managing ,editor of the
States, its territories or possesWhen Local 248 was formed with Fulton Daily Leader.
sions is a definite eligibility re- the active participation of the
Sports editor of the Daily Northquirement for readjustment al- Communist Party, the Party sent
in two of its most valued agents to
Veterans. living
lowances.
Ckiada are not eligible. Veter- the New York Communist training
ans living in Hawaii are eligible, school, a;'d, shortly after their reif they meet all other eligibility turn, sent them out to Allis-ChalComfortable Family
requirements.
mers to hire into the plant.
Rooms
Q While in the service, I failed
These men were Joel Schneider
Roomy Chapel
to take outdischarged
NSLI. I am now an and Sigmund Eisenscher.
AlwaynAvailable
honoribTiT
veteran -id
Schnelael's aerations wcia de.
World War II. May I take out in- scribed yesterday. Today we take
surance now?
up the case of Eisenscher.
A. Yes. The Insurance Act of
Eisenscher. alias
Fred Keller,
1944 authorizes new term insur- came to Wisconsin in 1933, and
ance for any person who has had soon was active in Communist
active service between October 8. PartY affairs, particularly as sec1940, and September 2. 1945, in- retary of the Young Communist
clusive, upon application, payment League.
coV\RCIIILL
of ptemium and satisfactory eviIn 1936 he attended the meeting
dence of good health. However. at the Communist headquarters' at
SERVICE SINCE 1886
evidence of good health is waived which it was decided to form a
disability big union at 'Allis-Chalmers under
for service connected
Ror:IALD W.CHURCHiLL,'OWNER
less than total in degree resulting the domination of Communist offrom such active service if ap- ficers ,according to toe sworn testplication is submitted before Jan- imony of a Communist who was
uary 1, 1950
present.
Q. For what term of years can
Communist Overseer
a guaranteed loan be made?
Soon after, Eisenscher was sent
A. Payments must be such that to the New York Communist
they will repay a home or busi- school. Uuon his return he got a
ness real estate loan within 25 jOb at Allis-Chalmers, in July,
years ,a farm
real estate loan 1937.
within 40 years ,and a non-real
Within a few weeks he was apestate loan within 10 years.
pointed a member of the Local
Q. Will the Veterans Adminis- 248 education committee, where
tration guarantee a loan .to buy a he was in a particularly advancar for pleasure purpose only?
tageous position to help put across
A. No.
the Bolshevik point of view to
Q. May the beneficiary change the Allis-Chalmers union memthe option elected by the insured? bers.
I have already converted my
Sworn testimony by an ex-ComNSLI. May I now change to one munist states that Eisenscher's task
of the new endowment plans?
A. Yes. The beneficiary may
elect an option which may extend over a longer period than that
elected by the insured. The insured may change to any one of the
new endowment plans
Q. I am an honorably discharged veteran and have been committed to a Federal prison Am I
entitled to receive a pension for
my service-connected disability'
A. Yes. The fact 1/1,it you are

Don't guess about termites and
their costly damage. Call for a
thorough inspection of your
home by TERMINIX.the world's
largest termite control organization. More than 1,000,000 owners
have used this free service.

MURRAY, KY.

FIRE

VA NURSING STAFF TO
MEET IN COLUMBUS (0.)
Chief nurses and nurse instructors from the 10 Veterans Administration hospitals in Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky will attend a
conference November 21 and 22
at the VA's Columbus (O.) Branch
Office.

in prison will not affect your right was to report to the Communist
to the pension whicti has been al- hndquarters on the activities of
lowed you.
the Party within Local 248. This
Q. I obtained a G.I. loan on testimony also discloses that he
which the government guarantee and Harold Christoffel attended a
was $2,500. Recently .1 lost my meeting at the- Communist headjob and would like to know if quarters late in 1937, at which it
I'm eligible for unumployment was decided that Local 248 should
compensation provided in the G. contribute more than one hundred dollars for the Party's office
I. Bill?
rent.
A. The fact that you obtained
Eisenscher Old not last long in
a GI loan does not affect your
eligibility for readjustment allow- the plant. He was dismissed after
ances. You may receive them if engaging in a fight with a fellow
you meet the requirements speci- employe. His thumb was injured
in the tight, and the - Local. 248
fied by law.
Q. If I borrow on my NSLI con- bargaining committee entered a
verted policy, what rate of in- grievance against the company because he was not paid either acciterest is charged on the loan?
A.
The rate of interest on dent compensation or Mutual Aid
NSLI loans is 4 per cent, payable Society benefits!
Following his layoff, Eisenscher
annually.
Q. I" have been making $220 a applied to the Department of Pubmonth,--$90 subsistence allowance, lic Assistance for relief. On his
$120 training salary and $10 from application he stated he was born
odd jobs which vary from month in New Jersey. He was, in fact,
to month,—while taking on-the- born in Poland. He got relief for
job training. How does the new a time, until further investigation
legislation affect me, a married showed he was not entitled to it.
veteran?
A. Under the new ceiling, your
subsistence allowance will be $80,
if your training salary is $1201 If
you make more than $120 a
month, your subsistence allowance
will be cut accordingly.

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

me. —

Automobile

tate field.
VA is emphasizing careful selection of VA-designated -appraisers
by lending institutions, and investigating appraisals and denying
a loan guaranty when an appraisal is found to be above
"reasonable value."
• The loan guaranty benefits of
the G.I. Bill have enabled more
than 24,000 Ohio veterans to borrow over $135,000,000 from lending institutions, with VA guaranteeing up to 50 per cent of the
loans or a maximum of $4,000 in
home loans or $2,000 on business
loans. More than 17,000 Michigan
veterans have borrowed over $84,000,000, while 4,900 Kentucky veterans have borrowed more than
$21,000,000.

DODGE and PLYMOUTH
SALES and SERVICE
"Let's Lime Every Acre of Crop Land in
Calloway County"
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-FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Robert E. Jarman, Minister

410

COLLEGE PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
1603 Main Street
Sanioel C. McKee. Pastor

1

MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Stith and Maple Streets
Charles C. Lancaster, Minister

KIRKSEY CIRCUIT
H. P. Blankenship, Pastor

HATF.L BAPTIST CHUlltall
H. F. Paschall, Paster

Sdiday School
9:45 A.M. Church School, Classes 0. B. Turnbew,
ndocit
Superinte
for all age groups.
10:55 A.M. Morning Worship Ser- Kerney Bailey. T.U. Director
Pres.
vices with a sermon by the Mrs. Paul Dailey, W.M.U.
Morning
minister and special music by
the Choir under the direction Sunday School. 9:45 a.m.
I Morning Worship each Sunday.
of Mrs. Merle T. Kesler.
11:00 a.m.
6:30 P.M. Christian Youth Fellowship (High School) under the
each Sunday, 6:00
Mrs.
Maurice Training Uni eignir
direction of
p.m.
Crass.
Group Evening Service, 7:15 p.m., Second
College Discussion
and Fourth Sunuays
meeting at the Disciple Center
7.15
under the direction of Mrs. E. Prayer Meeting, Wednesday
p.m.
L, Noel. Jr., Student Director.
7:30 P.M. Evening Worship Ser- W.M.U., G.A.. Sunbeams meet ..on
Wednesday following Second
vices With a message by' the
and Fourth Sunday.-minister - and special music
Y.W.A. meets Monday, 7:00 p.m.,
each evening.
following First and Third Sundays.
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
----T. H. Mullins, Jr., Waists:
HAZEL CIRCUIT METHODIST

Bible School at 9:45 am.
Worship with communion le
10:50 a.m. and 7:00 pm.
9.45 am. Sunday School
Bible
Mid- week
Wednesday:
Mr. D..vid H Winslow. Supt. study at 7:00 p.m. with classes for
Bible
in. Collet- Students
10:00
all ages.
Weihing,
lasso Miss Ella
feocher
1140a.m. Worship Service
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
4:30 pm. Senior High Fellowship
Braxton B. Sawyer. Pastor
ip
Fellowsh
6:45 p in: Westihinster
Mid-week
Wednesday. !POO p.m
I Miss Dorothy Brizendine, Student
Pray•r Meeting
Secretary. Phone 75
Dewey Ragsdale, Sunday School 9.30 a.m. Sunday School
•
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship
Superintendent
5:00 p.m Youth Choir Rerearszd
L L Downs, T. U. Director
6:30 pm. Methodist Youth FelMrs. Eugene Shipley, WISU Pres.
lowship
Morning
9.30 a.m. 7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
Sunday School
10:45 am. 7:30 pm. Wednesday, Prayer
We Can Do All Types of Morning worship
Meeting
Evening
6:45 pm. 6:30 p.m. College Vespers
Training 'Union
Plumbing and Repairing
8:00 p.m. Max B. Hurt, Chairman Board of
Evening worship_____
Stewards
8:00 p.m.
We will appreciate your
Prayer meeting, Wed.
E. B. Hov.-ton, Superintendent of
bukness
Sunday School
Van D. Valentine, Secretary of
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
Mrs. Shelby liadden, MYF High
CHURCH
School Counselor
Clarence F. Smith. Paster
'George Ed Overbey, MY? Intermediate Counselor
Sunday School, 10 a.m
Mrs. Robert Smith, MY? Junior
Worship Service. 11 a.m.
Counselor
C iF.. 6:30 p.m.
R. C. CHANDLER
SCOTT FITTS
Worship Service. 7:15 pm
Mid Week Bible Service. 7 p.m
Phone V.O.(
4100 West Poplar
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
H. A. West. Pastor

SUNDAY
trniform
II
SCHOOL
Interriationa/

n ed
1 "
"

LESSON
Rs HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST, D D.
Of The Mood, Bible Institute of Chicago.
Released by Western Newspaper Union.

Lesson for November 17
seLesson subjects and Scripture texts nal
lected and copyrighted by Internatio
b.),
used
Education.
Council of Religious
Permission.

ELM CINIEIVE BAPTIST CIREISCM at 10:00 a.m.
W. B. Cum Pastor

First Sunday-toiricsey 11 a.m.:
Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m.; Mi.
Hebron 7:30 p.m.
Second Senday--Coldwater 11
a.m,; Mt. Carmel 7:30 p.m.
Third Sunday-Mt. Hebron 11
am.; Kirksey 7:30 p.m.
Fourth Sunday-Mt. Carmel 11
a.m.; Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m:
Coldwater 7:30 p.m.
There is Church School at each
of these churches at 10 a.m. every
Sunday. Your attendance is appreciated.

Sunday School at 10:00 am. each
Sunday. Allen Wells, superintendent.
Morning Worship at 11:00 sun
each Sunday.
Training Union at 8.00 p.m. each
Sunday. Alfred Williams, director.
Evening Worship at 7.00 p.m.
each Sunday.
W. M.U. meets every second and
fourth Wednesday at 3:00 p.m.
A.A.'s, GA's, and Sunbeams meet
on second and fourth Wednesday
nights.

SUGAR CREEK CHURCH
Baron Richerson, Pastor

OAK GROVE BAPTIST
CHURCH
J. H. Thurman, Pastor

PAUL MINISTERS TO
THE THESSALONIANS

Pratt:Wks at 11:00
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Black-Draught is
1-Usually prompt
2-Usually thoreugh
1I-Always economical

LESSON TEXT-Acts 17:1.7; I ThesPreaching every Sunday morn,
salonians 1 '11-8.
Second Sunday, 10:00 am. SunMEMORY SELECTION-Be not weary ing at 11:00 o'clock and on Sun•
day School, Jas. H. Foster, Superin welicioutit -II Thessalonians 313.
day night at 7:30 o'clock.
intendent. Preaching at 11:00 a.m.
Robert Owen is superintendent and Saturday before at 2:00 p.m.
A great city, commercially active,
Sunday School held every SunFourth Sunday, Sunday School
religious to a high degree, a mili- of
10:00 o'clock.
CHURCH
tary center and a harbor so fine day at
at
nignt
ounaay
B.T.U. every
A. G. Childers, Pastor
that it is important to this day
McNeely director, and
-such was the city of Thessalonica. 6:30, Clifton
the preaching following B.T.U.
to
challenge
a
presented
Beath Pleasant Grove
and, in the
Prayer meeting every Wednesday
Sunday School at 10 00 a.m. Hub preachers of the gospel
name of Christ, Paul accepted and night at 7:00 o'clock.
Erwin, superintendent.
W.M.S. meets on Thursday at
Worship Service at 11.90 sin., won a great victory.
on, bitter 1:30 p.m. after the first and third
persecuti
of
face
the
In
Sundays.
third
and
first
and persistent, the believers in this Sunday each month.
Siegel Church
faithful. The reason
Sunday School at 10 a.m.. James city remained
for that appears in our lesson. RootE. Underwood, superintendenL
MURRAY .CIRCUIT
and grounded in Christ, they
Worship Service at 11:00 a.m., ed
C. A. Riggs, Pastor
real
of
fruit
the
forth
brought
had
second Sunday, and at 8:00 p.m.
Christian living under circumSundays.
fourth
second and
stances which were dinlcult and First Sunday-Goshen 11 a.m.;
Youth Fellowship at 6:00 p.m.
Lynn Grove 3 p.m.
trying. Our lesson tells of both the
Masons Chapel
preaching of the gospel by Paul Second Sunday-Martins Chapel
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m., first and the living of the gospel by the
11 am.; New Hope 3 p.m.
third and fourth Sundays, and at Thessalonians.
Third Sunday-Lynn Grove 11 a.m.
Willie
Sunday.
second
p.m.
2:00
Goshen 3 p.m.
L The Gospel Preached-AcceptCraig, superintendent.
Sunday-Sulpher Springs
ed sad Rejected (Acts 17:1-7).
Fourth
am,
Worship Service at 11:00
Paul began 71Ts long and success9.45 am; New Hope 11:00 a.na.;
fourth Sunday, and at 3:00 pm. ful ministry in Thessalonica in
Martins Chapel 3 p.m.
eecond Sunday.
the synagogue. It was to the Jews Fifth Sunday - Sulpher Springs
God
true
one
who worshiped the
11 a.m.
BETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH
that he came with his message
Messiah
J. H. Thunman. ?gager
about their expected
or engine
HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH
9.30 a no-Sunday School, Alvin
Ice in your car's radiator
Christ the Lord. Here he estaband cost
John Stringer, Pastor
Harroll. superintendent.
can cause serious damage
First Sunday .2:00 pm. Sunday lished a strong church.
repairs.
you a lot of money for
10:45 a.m.-Morning worship
What was the message which so
School, Paul Newton. Superintendcar with
Play safe. Protect your
7:30 p.m.-Evening worship
signally succeeded in this great Ed Ross, Church Secretary
ent. Preaching at 3:00 p.m.
and
Ford Anti-Freeze. It is rust
7:00 p m.-Group 'Meetings
Third Sunday, Sunday School at strategic center? Well, it was not Miss Martha Miller, Sunday School
resistant. It will provide
in
corrosion
s
preacher
modern
Tuesday
a.m.
y
some
at
(as
1110
g
Secretar
10:00 a.m. Preachin
protection during the coldest
2 30 p m._W MS. at the Church and 6.30 p.m.
Large cities seem to think nec- Homer Lassiter, Sunday School
with
politiweather if used in accordance
social,
of
series
a
ay
Wednesd
essary)
Superintendent
Radiator Protection
Ford
Paul
our
s.
discouree
cal, or literary
Morning
7.30 p.m.-Mid-Week Prayer SerPLEASANT 'ALLEY CHURCH
Chart. If you are not certain your
preached Christ. He reasoned with Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
vice and Bible Study
soluOF CHRIST
(vi
car is safe, let us check the
Saviour
the
them sad presented
11:00 a.m.
8 30 p m -Teachers arid Officers
Morning Worship
now. Better
radiator
Henry Berets, Paster
your
in
tion
3) as One who was
Evening
Meeting
a.
be sale than sorry this winter!
1. Dead for our sin. These people
7:30 p.m.
Wed.
Sunday School at 1030 a in. ex- were like us in that they needed a Prayer Meeting.
p.m.
7:30
Evening Worship
St. Leen Gammas Marsh
cept fourth Sunday, I 30 p m.
solution for their sin problem.
North Twelfth Street
Preaching services, each second
Without the death of Christ there
SINKING SPRING BAPTIST
Sunday at 11 am.
is no salvation for any man. Only
CHURCH
Services are held each Sunday
Preaching services each fourth through the shedding of blood can
M M. nawniaton, pastor
as follows:
Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
there be remission of sin (Heb.
First, third, and fifth Sundays
9:22). Paul had no part in the folly
am. Sunday School. Sylvesat 10 o'clock; second and fourth
of a "bloodless gospel" - as though 10.00
HARDU'r CIRCUIT
Paschall, superintendent
ter
gospel.
o'clock.
such
Sundays at
any
there were
Henry Smith, Pastor
11.00 a.m. Preaching Service
2. Raised for our Justification. It
D. Warren,
Phone 170
SPRDIG CREEK BAPTIST
Palestine, 11:00 was not enough that Jesus died, 6:00 p.m. B.T.U. L.
First Sunday:
East Main Street
director.
South 9th and Sycamore
CHURCH
Buckingham
marvelous as that is in our sight.
am: Hardin. T p.m.
p.m Preaching Service
J. R. Thurman, Pastor
Second Sunday: Olive, 11:00 sin ; For many a man has died for his 7:00
-3ammr
risen
hes
none
but
ns.
convictio
Union Ridge, 3120 pm.
First Sunday. 1000 a m. Sunday
Third Sunday. at Hardin 11 00 from the dead. Christ could not
School, Morgan Cunningham, Su- am; Palestine. 3 pm
be holden of the grave He arose
perintendent Preaching at 11.00
Fourth Sunday: Dexter, 10 00 the victorious Redeemer.
3. Declared to be the Christ He
a in. and Satui-day before at 2:00 a.rn_ and Union Ridge, 11:15 am.
more than a man, more than a
Is
pm.
invited.
is
Everyone
great leader and an earnest teacher. He is God's anointed One, himLOCUST GROVE BAPTIST
self divine-and our Lord.
COLDWATF.R CHURCH or
CHURCH
Some believed (e. 4), including
(HISOIST
many devout Greeks, and not • few
Merritt Yongbio.d. Minister
Sunday
Sunda; School each
of the leading women. The gospel
morning at 10:00 o'clock. John
g power as the
Church School each Lord's Day does have life-givin
Lassiter. superintendent
Holy Spirit applies it to the hearts
m.
a
00
10
at
by
g
third
on
Sunday
Preachin
men and women.
Preaching: Second and Fourth of willing
Bro John Stringrr from Hardin
Others opposed (erv. 5, 6). Note
a.m.
11:00
at
Sunday
a r-f
that they were "of the baser ,sort."
They always are, even when they
appear to be cultivated and educated, for there is something fundastleaate•
mentally wrong in a life which rejects Christ.
It was a serious charge they
made against the Christians (v. 7),
for it was treason punishable by
-••••
P1.-ase understand I am talking about the Methdeath to have any other king but
odist election that re-elected Brother Mullins.
Caesar if unto lived in a Roman
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PLUMBING
and
REPAIRING

THLIFI

t

n

THIS WINTER
WITH
FORD ANTI-FREEZE

For Your Plumbing
Needs Call

FITTS & CHANDLER

Regular Checking and
Tuning Will

Keep Your
Car Running
Longer

Billington-Jones Motor Co.

BUCK'S BODY SHOP
Ray

I

I Am Highly Pleased With the Election
Last Week

The Army Ground Forces offers you
A NEW LIFE OUT THERE

•

STRENGTH

Weight-lifting will strengthen your body . . . but a
SAVINGS ACCOUNT will strengthen your FUTURE.
E
Open a savings account in our bank today and SAV
REGULARLY.

In that way, you build a secure future for you and
your family ... you build a reserve to provide you with
the "extras" of life ... to be a fountain of strength in
times of need.

1

GET A STRONGHOLD ON YOUR FUTURE \
BY SAVING

USE YOUR BANK

piK of MURRAY

T. 0. TURNER

. 29 Federal Building
Paducah, Ky.

Army
U.S.
CHOOSE rugs
rims

•

Member PDIC

benefits
Join now and heIR.
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• New Concord News
•••
Thursday, November 7
Aren't we having lovely fall
weather! We forget to say much
bout it though, but we would be
alking plenty if folks .were having to gather corn in mud or if
there were no corn to gather.
We are sorry to hear that Gilmer McClure has had a car wreck
with his new car and has sustained a seriously wounded leg besides.
Rainey Lovins was very glad to
see our new road under construction, but lost a fender off his new
track by coming in too close contact with a truck.
Mrs. Virgie Lovins and brother,
Bill McClure, were guests at Jessie McClure's Sunday.
Concord ball boys have already
started making the county sit up
and take notice. They won their
first game Friday evening at Almo. Their second one will be
with Dover here Friday evening.
Jackie Spiceland
and
Robert
Stone from Dover went to Alm° to
"sorts get the lay of the land" before their time came, but looked
rather disconsolate.
Halloween passed very uneventfully in our little neighborhood
with only a few'juvenile ghosts
• istipinse after dark. There was no
"is$6ap to spare for windows, but

t
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than our young folks are to be
congratulated on
never
doing
things detrimental to property.
We are sorry that Mrs. Berry
Lassiter is so seriously ill in Stewart county. Mrs. Al1104 McCarty,
a daughter, since moving to Concord, has made many friends, as
has Mr. McCarty at Pottertown
and Faxon where he has been
teaching.
Mr. and Mrs. Oury Lovins
think they may be coming back
to Kentucky soon since Oak Ridge
is at last laying off so many. We
hope they do quit making atom
bombs.
Mr. and Mrs. Clay McClure called on us Sunday evening as did
Mrs. Emma Nance and Maud.
We do feel that enlightenment
is on the way since electric wires
are being put up right at our back
door. With
the lake drawing
people from far and near_who
knows—Concord may at least be
a suburb of a big town sometime.
Clifford Blalock and Shorty McCuiston had a nice fish jump flight
into their boat Monday evening
on the lake.
Miss Mary Ann Bonner entertained two of her school mates,
Misses Martha Parker and Rose
Mary Lax, at their cabin Friday
night. With the exception of putting sugar in their hamburgers
and,#naking the coffee too stron4

WAA Announces
Typewriter Sale

TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Kentucky Bell's News

It's another Monday morning
and here I am again with more
LOUISVILLE—War Assets Ad- news to the good old Ledger and
ministration has reopened cer- Times. I hope each and every
tification for typewriters to veter- one will enjoy reading this as well
ans of World War 11 until De- as I enjoy writing the news.
cember 1, it was announced today.
Mrs. Edna Compton and Mrs.
were
Certification was stopped last Nollie Smith of Murray
May when the number of veterans Monday dinner guests of Aunt
certified far surpassed available Sallie Smith of Hardin. Aunt Salsupply in WAA inventories, it lie is reported better at this writwas stated. However, recent dec- ing and able to sit up some.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Simmons
larations from the Army and Navy
have increased stocks to a point and son, E. H., and Mr. and Mrs.
where adeltional certification is Ted Thorn and children were at
New Concord Tuesday and came
warranted.
Previously issued certificates re- back by to see their old home
main good, WAA officials stated place at Macedonia. Ole Maid. I
arid no recertification is neces- would •like to have said hello to
you but the driver was in a hursary.
Veterans interested in becom- ry.
Mr. and
Mrs. Everette Bucy
ing certified for the purchase of
one of these machines may contact were Tuesday night guests of
the Veterans Division, War As- Mrs. Bucy's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
sets Administration, 412
West Johnnie Simmons.
While Kentucky Belle was in
Market Street, ouisville 2, Ky.
.New Concord Tuesday, she met
with Chatterbox and had a chat
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!
with her. We do wish she could
have a little spare time and writp
for young stomachs, they reported some more of those good letters.
a lovely time.
We miss them very much.
Well, I must go vote since we • Everette Bucy has a .very badly
school
our
while
holiday
get a
infected hand .but is still at work.
house is being used for 'voting.
Mr. and Mt's. Bowden Ford and
—Chatterbox
daughter of Lynn Grove were in
Murray Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Green and
children and Otis
McClure of
Macedonia were in Murray Saturday.
Mrs. Linda Simmons of New
Providence was in Murray Saturday.
Mrs. Louis Washburn is confined
to hOr bed and very ill at this
writing.
"a
This big rain that fell,Satufday
night and Sunday made the men
olks around here very busy in
stripping tobacco.
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Be careful little mind, what you
think.
Be careful little mind, what you
think.
There's a Saviour up above,
Who is watching you in love.
Be careful little mind, what you
thank.
—Kentucky Belle

Lerman's FEATURE VALUE of the Week!
Ladies' Fall-Winter

BONO or Fitted styles
Chesterfield
Coats . . . Suedes . . . Shetlands . . .
Meltons.
Fleeces .

COATS

Junior. Misses. Women's Sizes

Here is your opportunity to buy 'abeautifully-tailored coat, of
splendid fabric, at a special economy price. All new coats in the
season's smartest styles . . shades of winter white, toast brown.
Kelly green, blue. black. You'll fdid a lovely coat, no matter
what your size! Choose now! (Other women's coots $14.95 to
.•
$49.95). •

A SMALL DIEPOSIT
WILL HOLD YOUR
SELECTION!

Girls' Legging Sets and Coats
A big variety iii styles to please little girls! S,lid color wools.
plaids. etc:- 10ther 'Legging Sets priced from $9.95 to $16•95:
other Coats from $5.95 to $18.95).
Legging Sets. sizes :3 to 6—
7 to 12. 'Coats, sizes 3 to P67 to I8—teen ages 10 to 16.

Legging Sets
Coats ...
•

Boys' Wool Mackinaws
Well made, all wool mackinaWs that any boy will like!
Rogmy and sitsartly-styled
plaid patterns. Sizes 6 to
(Others $298 t,; $793'

$13.95
9.70

W. H. BRIZENDINE
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

Incorporated
STILL THE OLD RELIABLE

R. M. BUMGARNER, Vice-Pres.
Hardware Department Mgr.
NOAH CALDVVELL
Treasurer
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"Where Friends Meet"

Mayfield, Kentucky
November 8, 1946
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Open Letter
To The PUblic:
Our buyers have just returned from an extensive cross continent buying and inspecting trip, to many of the largest factories from coast to coast, and regardless of the fact
that practically all house furnishings are still under OPA control and ceiling prices,
you are going to find the greatest assortment of house furnishing merchandise in the
Lochridge and Ridgway Store.
From now on through the holidays you will find prices, styles, and qualities never before shown, and not a single iteurir.,:-Air store is marked up to the full OPA ceiling
price, for our theory is, that the greater volltrne of business we do the cheaper we can
sell merchandise and 9ur volume has grown by leaps and bounds, to the point that our
prices invite your closest scrutiny and comparison.

0
0

0

0

Drop in at the store and prove these facts for yourself, you will find gone of the busiest spots in Western Kentucky, the.Lochridge and Ridgway store. More than 60
years in one location, and you will find one of the biggegt stores and the oldest one, in
Western Kentucky . . . There's a reason, yes you have guessed it.
Our gracious eagerness to serve you, quality merchandise at a price in reach of all, reflects the warmth of its original founders and a cheery howdy do and a come back
again, business or no business. It's where friends meet and are welcome. Visit the 0
friendly store often and enjoy its human atmosphere. The secret is, every person on
the floor is a stockholder, they have more at stake than an ordinary hired hand, it's'
natural with them.
The day of -Borax- furniture has passed at the Lochridge and Ridgway store, for
our direct purchases with many of the best factories in America enable us to offer
merchandise not usually shown outside of the large cities . . . It will cost you nothing
to visit and inspect our merchandise and remember you purchase FREE if the people
in Lochridge and Ridgway forget to thank you. This is an offer that has never been
cashed, but it is yours if you fail to receive our genuine thanks.
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$5.95
IZesp

Your chance So buy-811,14()get sheets! Pepperel. Pacific
Mills quality at Lerman's
money-saving price
HINDLE BED
SIZE
DOUBLE BED
SIZE

82.69
$2.98

Pillow Cases

JAMES MELTON

Made by Pepperel. Pacific
Mills. which means long.
wearing quality. Choose early
at this modest price.

Every Sunday on the

59c
Look To Lerman's For Better Values

MU NBC NETWORK • 1:30-2:00 P.M. CST
.
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HARVEST OF STARS 11
with Howard Barlow
and 60-piece Orchestra
Lyn Murray Chorus
Distinguished Dramatic Casts
Special Musical Guests

I 'INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER

El

0

Watch our show windows from now on through the holidays and you will see many
new items perhaps never shown before in this section- of, the country, and remember
as our volume of business increases our prices go down. It will be worth your while
to seriously give these thoughts consideration. You wel
)benefit in the saving on your
purchases.
0
\•
Our policy is to scàter our fluwers to the living, thus:
0
•'A ro▪ se to the living is rnoje than sumptuous wreaths to the dead -A rose to the living is more er he lingering spirit hath fled.
Give them their flowers now
Death does not know.-

Hear America's favorite timer

Bed Sheets

:
F

Hardware and Furniture

Cedar Lane News
The cold, chilly wind this morning makes us think hog-kiling is
near, and we will soon have pork
usage for breakfast.
s Pearl Clayton is unimprov • at this time.
—Mr. an Mrs. Robert Farris are
spending
s etime with
their
daughter, Mrs.
arles Rose, and
Mr. Rose and fami
Mr. Prentice Dunn
d family
have moved to the Hardt
tiler
place.
Mr. and Mrs. George Shoemaker
and daughter, Sylvia and Mrs. Ellen Miller. were visitors in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Shoemaker Sunday.
Mr. Jake Dunn is building a
new stock barn.
Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Hulchens of
Chicago. Ill., visited Mr. and Mrs.
Porter Clayton, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Dunn
were called to the bedside of her
grandmother, Mrs. Sis Jackson,
who is seriously ill.
Gaston Farris and W. H. FSrris
of Chicago. Ill., visited. Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Fitts the past week.

LOCHRIDGE & RIDGWAY
S. F. REYNOLDS
Secretary

Be careful little eyes what you
see,
Be careful little eyes What you
see,
.
--s. .•
There's a Savious up abov,
Who is watching you in hi%
Be careful little eyes what you
see.
Be careful little tars what you
hr ar.
Be careful little ears what you
hear,
There's a Savious up above.
Who is watching you in love,
Be careful little ears what you
hear.
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LOCHRIDG&AND RIDGWAY
W. H. Brizendine,

esident

MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY

P. S. Just received a car of the most beautiful bedroom and living room suites we
have ever shown, also, coffee tables, cocktail tables, etc., floor lamps and table
lamps,•itH wool rugs, and you must see our, toys. Buy now. Lay away for Xmas.
Don't wait until it is "Too late, when there will be too little," to select from. Easy
terms. Come in to see us. Don't forget, we have expert radio repair department, also
a general repair department.
•
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CHARLES STAMPS
AT NORTHWESTERN

The students from West Kentucky and the fields of study in
whith - ther—are enrolled are as
follows:
Hindman,
Fulton: Lois Jean
Highlands. School of Music.
Hickman: Flora Geane Dobson,
Wellington St.. School of
113
Speech.
Hi pkinsville: LeNelle Buckley.
309 West 15th St. chool of Speech;
Susan F. Chiles. 1805 S. Main, College of Liberal Arts; William Milburn Layton. Jr.. 103 N. Mani.
Samuel
Technological - Institute;
Tinsley. MO Walnut,
Weaver
Graduate School.
Murray: Charles Henry Stamps,
Graduate School.
Thomas Matthew
Owr nstro:
Baker, 200 'W. 15th. College of
ary Gibson Hume.
Liberal Arts:

WRITES
UP IC)
3 YEARS

Alma 24

Chaney (3)
F
Lassiter (4)
Miller OD
F
Outland 471
Brandon 454
C
Dunn 49)
Burkeen 451
G
Freeman
Newberry 42)
G
Bailey 47)
Subs: Hazel, Denham 434. Hayes;
Almo. Boggess, Coursey 41).
1818 McCreary Ave. School of Education.
Paducah: Creed Carter Black.
1616 Madison, School of Journalism: Mary Catherine Davis, 318
Friedman .Ave. School of Music;
Theodore Thomas Myre, 2532 Jefferson St.. Medical School: Russell Owen Shelton, Route 6, Technological Institute,
Smithland: George Tipton Wilson, Box 146, School of Journalism.
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TOY
TOOL CHEST

/Protect
You'll find it pays in all ways to get
ond at regular intervals, at our modern
Service Headquarters! For this will help to
assure you of dependobJe transportation day
after day—prevent serious breakdowns—save
you the high cost of major repairs—and maintain the resole value of your car. Remember—
our skilled mechanics, using factory-engineered
tools arid quality parts, are members of America's
foremost automotive service organization. Come

ice, now

in—today!

Pending delivery of

You'll

be well repaid for your patience in await-

delivery of your new Chevrolet! It alone
brings you Big-Car beauty, Big-Car comfort
and performance, Big-Car quality at lowest
cost. And even though we can't tell you exactly

ing

YOUR NEW
CHEVROLET
giving BIG-CAR quality
at lowest cost

Has ten tine quality tools
Helps the little folks to
learn the uae of tools A
real favorite'

•Expert rethapieg end prettily

•Spots gess
•Pie

sore dirt removed

dry deeming odors

Folding
DOLL CAR

We promise you—you'll be
amazed when you see how
our Sanitone cleaning rejuvenates your clothes. Whae4
more, -the extra touches"
assure you better dry clean'
ing—a service we invite you
to enioys

9.95
'tardy steel covered with
'heavy simulated leather.
Eleekot riding for any
don! Rubber tires.

POPULAR
FICTION

a

49e

CHEVROLET STILL LOWEST
IN PRICE
The new Chevrolet lists at a price .
substantially 'lower than that of any
other car in its field. This saving is
I big enough to pay for many a service checkup on your prment car.
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Am•rica's
best-lov•d
stories by America's favor
It. authors. A complete
selection to snit every
taste
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For Litt'. Cooks
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Rapt
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Rapt
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Chevrolet, we can tell you that we are delivering cars
as fast as we receive them from the factory—
that we'll make delivery of your new Chevrolet
at the earliest possible date—and that your
patience will be well rewarded when you
experience its Big -Car quality at /oweit cost.

PORTER MOTOR CO.
Phone 97

Our Service
Emitiouted

will
busir
veml
will
been
studi
5en

when we can make delivery of your new

1
West Maple Street

Ad

$2.49
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Legion Auxiliary
Hears Mrs. H. West
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New Fowl Disease
Found in Kentucky

A Tribute To
Mrs. Boyd Wear

STORE NAME
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Report For Exams

Blood River News
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Vets Cautioned To

well begun." And yet, the beau',
tiful life a Mrs. Wear will liv
on and on in the earts of her
family and friends.
When the Last Call came, she
Suspension of disability corns
had ended her Day's Work, but
t
;
pensation payments may result to
Six thousand ministers in nineAnother Day began next mornany Kentucky veteran who fail!
teen church denominations, naLife closes in the twilight,
ing.
report for physical re-examination-wide have banded together
but opens with the dawn. Eternal
tion when notified by the Veterin a crusade krisiwn as Spiritheart.
Spring was in her
ans Administration, it was 5nual Mobilization to combat the
No more fitting tribute can be nounced by Oscar H. Gerelds,
peril to spiritual freedom because
given her than that reflected in Chief of the Regional Claims Diof communist infiltrations and due
the closing lines of the thirty-first vision. He also pointed out that
to a rising pagan level toward a
of Proverbs:
chapter
anto
according
state,
God
veterans who have applied for dismortal
virtuous ability compensation must report
a
find
nouncement made recently by Dr
"Who can
James W. Fifield. Jr., founder and
woman? For her price is far above for physical examinations when
director of the organization. The
rubies. ,,,be stretches out her hand they are scheduled, otherwise admovement is locally represented
to the poor; yea, she reacheth judication of their claims may be
by Rev. Samuel C. McKee, C. E.
delayed indefinitely.
forth her hands to the needy.
and honor are her
Robertson and L. C. Wooldridge.
'Strength
Where compensation has been .
clothing; and she shall rejoice in suspended due to failure to report
This crusade for freedom, which
time to come.
recognizes man as a child of God
for re-examination it will be re"She openeth her mouth with stored at the same rate from the
an das such master not slave) of
wisdom; and in her tongue is the date of suspension if, upon re-exthe state, sponsors the return to
law of kindness.
the American way of life with its
amination, the same degree of dis"She looketh well to the ways ability still exists. If a lesser dedemocratic process and constituof her household, and eateth not gree exists, the reduced rate of
tional government. Its advisory
•
the bread of idleness.
committee is headed by such notcompensation will be paid from
Above are pictured two types of is the best defense against world
"Her children arise up, and call date of suspension. If a greater
ables as Dr. Donald J. CoWling,
temporary dwelling units now be- communism an we have a broad her blessed; her husband, also,
former president of Carleton Coldegree of disability is shown, the
ing placed on the campus of Mur- program of activities designed to and he praiseth her..
lege: Roger W. Babson, the statisold rate will be restored from the
an
of
ray State College for the use
help make America democracy
"Many daughters have done vir- date of suspension and the intician: Dr Edgar J. Goodspeed,
student veterans and their fami- ever increase success. There is a tuously but thou excellest them
Bible scholar and author; Dr. Rucreased rate will be effective from
Newcastle disease, one of the ties.
place in this program where every all.
fus B von Kleinsmid, chancellor latest headaches for poultry-raisers
date of re-examination. If a comsomething
do
can
woman
eligible
t
"Give her of the fruit of her pensable degree of disability is
Dr. Ralph H. WoOci -Presiden
University of Southern California; has been found in Kentucky. anitangible in defense of democracy. hands; and let her own works
Alfred Noyes. poet: Dr. Robert mal pathologists at the Agricul- of Murray State 'College, has annot shown by re-examination, the
of
women
We are inviting all
praise her in the gates."
will not be reopened.
Gordon Sproul. president Univers- tural Experiment Station at Len- nounced that everything possible
award
Legion families to come into the
—R. L. W.
ity of California: Dr. Robert A. ingtun announce. It was discover- is being done to provide rooms
Mr. Geralds said that re-exintheir
add
and
now
Auxiliary
and
veteran
the
for
Milliken, president California In- ed in young • chicks in a flock near and facilities
aminations are scheduled pen -4
Already erect- fluence to our efforts to keep
stitute of Technology: Dr. Norman Lexington.
that the odically when veterans' disabiliAlthough known to civilian students.
The -Navy estimated
American."
America
Vincent Peale. clergyman; Hon. exist in 20 states, this is the first ed and occupied by student veterWomen's Reserve replaced more ties are not static. These re-exAll veterans and their families than 50.000 men for sea duty in aminations are continued until it
Albert W. Hawkes, United States time Newcastle disease has been ans and their families on the
11 -OpMurray campus are 33 houses and should take advantage of4,
senator; and others.
World War II, enough to man a becomes apparent that no futher
found in Kentucky.
erican
17 trailer cabins. Eight two-story portunity of joining the
•
improvement can be expected. *
task force.
major
attacks
Newcastle disease virus
apartment houses pictured above Legion and Auxiliary, she added.
chicken of all ages, from baby are now being installed. Four
chicks to laying hens. Turkeys single story structures also picare very susceptible. and pigeons, tured above are likewise being
it's wonderful how a little
visiting
was
Miss Annie Willis
Va-tro-nol relieves transient
geese, ducks and other barnyard erected. Two metal barracks have
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Willis the past fowl may be itifected
congestion that stuffs up the
Even wild
of
Swann
back
assembled
been
nose and spoils sleep Quickly
week and fell and injured her birds do not escape it.
your nose opens up- breathDormitory.
limb. It is reported that an infec- Symptoms Different
has
invite
religious writer
to relieve stuffiness,
ing is easier! If you need reIn addition to these facilities, A well known
tion has developed
lief tonight, try it Follow dimuch of our life is
The symptoms of Newcastle dis- the College and townspeople are observed: "Ere
rections in the package.
discover it is a race
Odie McClure lost a fine milk ease, in many cases are a lot like
we
spent,
co-operating in finding private
cow the past week.
against the clock from day to day,
Are a hew dmee
those of other poultry diseases. homes for Murray students. ,
Raspberry
James
Mrs.
and
Mr
and a race. against the calendar
Newcastle disease should be sus^00-a
vP
up"
"stopped
gets
nose
much
Elso
moved to the ,farm of Rowdy
from year to year. Just
pected when a cold in chicks is
kins of near Hazel. time is allotted to each one of
followed by partial paralysis Of
Miss Charlotte Lee of Hazel
Then the clock strikes, and the
However,
and legs.
neck
the
Life writes—'Finspent Thursday night with Mary symptoms alone are not positive
curtain fails.
Mitchell.
ished'—and the chapter is over,1
evidence of the presence of NewHow the American Legion Aux- almost before we realize it has
Jessie McClure • recovered his castle disease A positive diagnosiliary is mustering its strength for
house the past week
of
isolation
the
upon
is depends
Mrs Faye Lassiter and baby the specific causative virus, or up- a fight to keep America free from
visited her mother. Mrs Gladys on showing that recovered birds the collectivism which is spreading over so much of the world
Raspberry. of Hazel Wednesday
have an immunity against it. This
Huron
by Mrs.
Mrs. Monnie Mitchell is suf- requires the use of chick embryos was described
West, Americanism chairman of
fering from a severe cold.
in establishing the presence orthe
Murray Unit of the Auxiliary, acCl
t o.n Mitchell, Detroit, cele- virus in a suspected flock.
t
cording to Mrs. Max H. Churchill.
his birthday Armistice Day
bra
Precautions
publicity chairman.
rain and more rest Some
Mo
Since this disease is frequently
She declared that advocates of a
days thi Ole Maid seems like she
all poss- collective form of rule for the
hatcheries
through
spread
can fly around and do so much
taken
ible precautions should be
United States were taking adwork and next day nothing at
at that point to check the infec- vantage of poet war confusion and
.
all,
tion.. Owners should not dispose discontent to promote their cause:
Heard a gang at wild pilikal a
of birds subjected to infection, ex- and that 1947 would be a critical
few days past going south to a
slaughter Eggs year for individuals in America
That denotes a cept for immediate
warmer climate
laid by infected birds can trans-There is real danger that the
cold wave is not far behind.
mit the virus to hatcheries and free way of life Americans -always
Orals Dick has been very ill and
other chicks. Old and ,dirty egg have enjoyed and which we have
is under the care of Dr Miller.
crates .fillers and flats as well as defended in two world wars may
--Ole Maid
soiled feed bags can spread the be lost to us in time of peace,"
disease. Offal from diseased poul- said Mrs. West.
About 200 farmers in Brecken- try should be incinereted or chemCollectivism which wipes out in, ridge county grew cane this year ically disinfected.
Furthermore, dividual arid property rights has
and made soghum
it has been observed that labora- spread rapidly in the wake of
tory workers handling this virus war and has many active adva.
are subject to attacks of inflamed cates in the United States. Every
eyelids_
day we delay in getting our hation back into gear strengthens
Gore Books tor Cht,stioas
he Small"Mt. Fix-b."
Of 7.000 Sea Scouts who volun- their hands.
"The
Legion
American
Auxiliary
teered for the Navy during World
War II. 8.082 were commissioned hopes to have one million women
against
this
More than enrolled to fight
in the Naval Reserve
half of the 285,000 Naval Reserve threat in 1947. We believe that
officers were former Boy Scouts. a vigorous, successful democracy

VETERAN HOUSING AT MURRAY STATE

Ministers Form
Freedom -broup

Hazel Lions Down
Almo Cagers 30-24

The Hazel Lions, coached by
Rex Watson. downed the Almo
Warriors 30-24 in a game played
A total of 21.814 students. comat Hazel Friday. Dunn set the
prising 9942 full-time students and
Pace fur Hazel with nine points.
11.876 part-time or evening stuHazel leading 16-12 at the half.
Northdents. have enrolled 8
western University this tall. The put the game on ice during the
enrollment, which is the largest in final period as Outland and Bailey
the University's history. -inehided racked up seven points apiece to
push Dunn for scoring honors.
60 students from leentucky.
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THE LEDGER di tiMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SHOO
FLY

5A9

Beautifully made of selected woods Inished in antique maple. Little tote will
love it.

Boone Cleaners
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

OF DYERS AND.ELEANERS'' *
Murray, Ky.

Has • pretty maple finish
Well made to take hard
wear. Tor ages two to six

•

Firestone Home & Auto Supplies'
Van

Barnett

Phone 35

Be
alter
four

pies can
be made with this. HIV
everything the small cook
needs.

Gift Items For The Entire
Family

„k

COMPLETE LAUNDRY SERVICE
Phone 233
South Side of Square
Wd#0004 *

\

PASTRY SET
1.29
What lovely mud
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